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From the Editor
When I think about holidays and celebrations, I

travel back in time to my childhood in India and all
those festivals and celebrations that seemed to come
back to back, through-out the year. Growing up in a
multicultural, mutli-religious society meant many
more school holidays honoring all the major religious
celebrations in the country-festivals like Eid and
Mohurrum (Islam), Guru Nanak Jayanti (Sikh),
Mahavir Jayanti (Jain), Lord Buddha's Birthday, and
of course, Bada Deen or Christmas! No wonder, we
had to have a half-day of school on Saturdays as well!

There were also the national celebrations like
BaaL Deen or Children's Day, Independence Day,
Republic Day and Gandhi Jayanti ... And, festivals
like HoLi, Rakshya Bandhan and DiwaLi. For us
school children, all these celebrations brought plenty
of social interaction!

Since there is a huge population of Hindus in
India, naturally, birthday celebrations for Hindu gods
(and there are many) are especially prominent.

We eagerly waited for the nine-day festivals of
Navarathri. In Bengali community, it is called Durga
Puja or Puja and it honors Goddess Durga. In
Gujarati community, it's celebrated with late evening
Gurba and Tippari (wooden sticks) Dances, as well as
twice a day Aarti or worship of the Goddess. In
Mysore, South India, the festival takes a different
form (See Vol. 6, No.5). In many regions, the tenth
day of the festival, Dushera, has special significance.
Touring theatre groups perform the epic of Ramayana
for nine evenings, enacting the story of Lord Rama
and his victory over the demon king, Ravana.

In our city of Indore, another
nine-day festival-Ganesh Utsav
-is especially popular. On the
first day, neighborhood associa- f
tions organize huge street proces- ,
sions to bring huge, colorful clay "
statues of Lord Ganesha, the ele
phant-headed god to the festival
sites where they are set upon the
altar with a religious ceremony.
Since Lord Ganesha is also
known for his great appreciation
of sweets, the Prasad, or offer
ings, include sweets like Modaks
and Laddus that are specialities
of our rich Indian cusine.

For nine days, there are open

air plays, music concerts, dances, other social events
like contests that encourage writing, debates, music,
artistic talents, sports and martial arts skills. The last
day attracts more than a million people from hundreds
of surrounding villages. The night-long processions
carry huge, electrifying and artistic floats displaying
the statues of Lord Ganesha, decorated with flowers.
The procession, led by brass bands, martial arts youth
clubs displaying their skills, crawls through the
streets, and fmally the statues are offered to the river
in a ritual known as Visarjan.

If you travel in India, you'll find that there are
many other equally grand festivals, like the Ratha
yatra in Puri, Orissa.

Most of our family vacations were to attend wed
dings or Thread Ceremonies, etc. within the extended
family. Indian weddings are notorius for their three or
four days of rituals and festivities. The actual wed
ding ceremony takes place at an aspicious moment,
determined precisely according to the astrological
charts of the bride and groom. This could be any time
of the day: 9:04 AM or 11 :48PM, for example.

We lived on the main street and wedding proces
sions, with brass bands playing popular cinema tunes
and young people dancing, offered entertainment.

When I moved away from my hometown, I felt
empty and lonely especially around holidays. In my
new country, I couldn't get enthusiastic enough about
either Indian festivals or the American festivals. I
assume this might be true for many immigrants.

But over the years, I have come to realize that in
most cities, if we try hard enough, we can discover

many ethnic or cultural celebra
tions, like the Asian Festival or
Harvest Moon Festival, that come
close to our heart and soul. And

";::::;;;~

" many State Fairs or County Fairs
could surprise us with their multi
ethnic or multicultural flavors.

I invite you to experience
diverse and culturally-rich com
munities, through their authentic
festivals and celebrations, and
through their folklore, fine

, cuisines and delicacies. Perhaps,
it' this issue featuring folklore, festi
W; vals and foods will flavor your

daily lives. r ,)
~f\\{),TliWL
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Letters from Africa
Thank you for responding to my letter... This is

one way of building world peace because as we write
to each other, we are able to share vital information.

I am wondering why there's no peace and stability
in countries like zaire, Angola, Somalia and Sierra
Leone, to mention a few here in Africa. This means
there is no unity among the political leaders in these
countries. There was a dangerous war in 1991, which
was called the Gulf War. Everyone believed that this
war would result in the Third World War. There were
peace talks between nations. Similarly, communication
is what is needed among the people of different races.

I speak many languages; my native language is
Tonga. Chichewa is our national language in Malawi.
Tumbuka is the second language in Malawi, spoken by
many people in the Northern Region, where we live.
I like to write in English, it's an international language.

Malawi has 25 districts and it is divided into three
regions-Northern, Central and Southern. Formerly,
Malawi was known as Nyasaland (Nyasa means lake).
Malawi got its independence from the British in 1964.
Our bank notes are called Kwachas; one US dollar is
equivalent to K15.60. Many children do not get proper
education due to lack of school fees. As you know,
Africa is the poorest continent.

I want to be a Skipping Stones news reporter in
Malawi. I like to read newspapers, novels and write
short stories. My dream for the future is to become a
journalist or a doctor.

-George Mhango, Mzuzu City, Malawi

Zimbabwe, like many other countries in the world,
has people with many different religions. Some people
believe their ancestors to be their true gods. They
worship god through their ancestors. The ancestors are
believed to be dead people but still exist somewhere.
People speak to their ancestors through the traditional
healers who are linked to the ancestors. If the people
have any problems they go and ask the traditional
healers to communicate with the ancestors.

The spirit mediums do exist. It is believed that
during the liberation struggle these spirit mediums
played an important role.

I live in a town of some 20,000 people, about
hundred kms from our capital city of Harare. Mvurwi
is surrounded by farms producing maize, tobacco and
wheat. There are only two secondary schools and
primary schools. When not in school, we play soccer.

-James Aaron Makazhu, Mvurwi, Zimbabwe

~
I~I
~

I grew up in a town in Zimbabwe. At our home,
we were raised in a Ndebele speaking family. There
are other local languages in our country such as Sathu,
Shona, Venda, Karanga and Chinyanja.

There are certain ceremonies which are held during
different times of the year. Our people worship radzimu
or amadlozi-the dead ancestors. Huge pots of beer are
brewed yearly by members of the family and some of
this beer is poured as a way of worshipping or pleasing
the non-living ancestors.

One of our ancient sites is the Great Zimbabwe or
the Conical Tower with its huge granite walls. The
most outstanding feature is that the walls stand up high
yet they were built without any mortar or concrete and
they have survived all violent weather since 1200 AD.

Our staple food is sadza, served daily with some
relish. It is cooked from fine maize or cornmeal and
hot boiling water until a firm dough is made. We eat
this with our hands. Young girls sit cross-legged on the
floor, whereas young boys balance carefully on one leg
stooping at the huge mountain of sadza; steaming hot
in the plate. It is always the women who prepare the
food whilst men are out in search of it.

We also practice a way of preserving food.
Vegetables are cooked and dried outside to make what
is known as umfushiea. We also hunt for caterpillars
in the woods which we call amacimbi. These form a
very nutritious part of our diet, very rich in proteins.

Nowadays we wear cotton clothes. In the past,
before technology was put into practice, our ancestors
used to wear what were known as amabhotshu or
clothes made of animal skins. These covered only part
of the body. No shoes were worn.

Today our country has developed tremendously.
Our country is a democratic country. The current
President is comrade Robert Gabriel Mugabe.

When I grow up, I would like to be a doctor.

-Patricia Rudo Chikuni, 15, Masvingo, Zimbabwe

Ghana, located on the west coast of Africa, is very
large (population, 18 million). My country was the
first to gain independence (6 March, 1957) and every
year we celebrate it. In my village, the houses are
built with sandwood and the roof is made of metal.
The people are mostly farmers and the busiest day in
the village is Friday, the market day. We have 46 lan
guages in Ghana; nine are written and studied in our
schools. I speak the Bono language...

-Matthew Kyeremeh, Sunyani, BIA, Ghana
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"... I am very glad that I have such
a good friend as you. I wrote my first
letter to you when I was 10; now I am
13. I have so far received 25 pen pal
letters from USA and Ghana.

I like American children and
their letters. When I didn't have my
American friends, I thought that we
were so different, we had different
interests.. But I don't think so now
we are very similar.

Recently, six American children
came to our town of Zermontov. I
managed to meet them. It was very
interesting! They were very witty,
energetic, kind and cheerful. We had a
lot of fun together. I hope they liked it
here. We tried to do our best to help
them know Russia..."

-Anna Elisevich, Zermontov, Russia

There would not be any violence, drugs and
wars. No one would kill animals or people for any
thing. The President would be a woman (of any
culture, race or language). Everyone would love
and respect each other for who they really are!

-Selena Dittberner, 14, Parkers Prairie, Minnesota

I would stop people from killing
endangered species. Also I would stop
cruelty to animals.

-Jackie Sher, 10, Delmar, New York
... I would stop all pollution, create

new jobs, stop wars and give homeless
people homes.

-James Boswell, 10, Cropseyville, NY
I would change all of the big, yucky,

polluted cities into nice parks for every
one. Everybody could have a place, and
everyone has fun--even grown-ups
and it's free for everybody.
-Deborah Farrington, 9, W Sand Lake, NY

First, I'd make all weapons disappear.
Then I'd make people and animals under
stand each other. Everyone would love
and care for one another because they
wanted to, not because they felt pressured
to. Everyone would listen to each other
(animals too). Every living thing on Earth
would be a family.

-Marie Getz, 14, Airville, Pennsylvania
I would make people have good and

warm spirit. Children don't cry... and all
people smile everyday.
I want equality set in
our planet. Most
important words
would be peace, love
and friendship. I wish
my wishes come true.

-Julia Rabotina, 15,
Visaginas, Lithuania.
Art by Julia.

.h.The Great 1997 Skipping Stones Pen Pal Letter Exchange Excerpts .
~ ~~..... *' If I had a Magic Wand... 1:C~".

I would stop all the wars, poverty, and people
acting bad to anyone...because they don't do any
one any good...

-Courtney Zgraggen, 11, Ravena, New York

I would create world peace for at least one day.
That first day, I would read the newspaper, and

I know I'd be happy.
-Alex Lord, 10, Averill Park, NY

I'll do what I want, and I want to
change the world for better.

+art by Maja Petrova, 12, Zagreb, Croatia
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My Favorite Celebration is...
My favorite family

celebrations are
Christmas and Easter.
On these holidays, all
the family is at home
to eat traditional food.
-Josipa Lukinovic, 13,
Velika, Croatia. Photo:
Josipa (Jo) and rrwm

A favorite family celebration in my house
is April Fool's Day. We really get into it,
playing practical jokes on each other all day.
This year we had so much fun that we made
the First of May, "May Fool's Day," too!

-Elizabeth Griffin, 11, Midland, Michigan

My favorite celebration is Mother's Day,
because it's fun making breakfast for her.

-Rachel Brenner, 9, Troy, New York

One of my family recipes is Mud Pie.
My mom puts in Gummy Bears. It's good.
I bet you think my mom puts in mud, but
really she puts in pudding and a few Oreos.
It's good, I mean very good!

-Katelyn Culberson, 9, Nassau, NY

Rhubarb pie-I love Rhubarb pie. It
has little chunks of rhubarb and it also has
rhubarb juice. The rhubarb is fresh from
my family's garden.

-James Boswell, 10, Cropseyville, NY

At Christmas, we light candles, sing songs,
and play musical instruments. Sometimes, we
go for a walk in the woods, in the dark.
-Marie Getz t 14, Airville, Pennsylvania (art)
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A celebration I love is my birthday. I like to
pitch our tent in the backyard and sleep there.

-Thomas Dollar, 11, Troy, New York
There is no favorite one for me, and very few

I like. To me, most holidays are a waste of time.
Holidays have rules. You have to be good for
Christmas, and can't eat bread on Passover...

-Doug Adier, 10, East Greenbush, New York

My favorite celebration is when my
family gets together for Hannukah We give
gifts and have lots of fun. We eat special
foods. It's my favorite!

~Rachel Leibson, 11, Troy, NY

A favorite celebration is "Mid-Winter."
We do this on Christmas because the holidays
are about five days apart. I am not Christian,
I am Quaker. We open presents Christmas
morning, then have a big brunch. We end up

playing with our new toys and last, but not least,
is Christmas dinner.

-Morgan Lindsay, 11, Troy, New York



Cultural Celebration Collage
Gobbler's Knob Gopher

"He has his own summer home with a pond,
flowing water and two burrows," says Bud Dunkel
about his favorite gopher, Punxsutawney Phil. Phil
is the official groundhog used to predict the change
of seasons every February 2nd on Groundhog Day.

Because Mr. Dunkel thinks Phil is pretty spe
cial, he dresses up in a top hat and tails to greet Phil
each year on that chilly February morning. In fact,
more than 10,000 visitors, including TV crews and
celebrities, gather in the town of Punxsutawney
each year to watch Phil emerge from his tree-stump
den at sunrise on a hill called Gobbler's Knob.
This takes a lot of dedication from the visitors
because it's usually only about 20 OF outside!

An interpreter is on hand as well to listen to
Phil's language of grunts and chucks, and explain
the "talk" to the huge crowd. Punxsutawney is
alive with unusual activities, and merchants run
sales and specials with a groundhog theme.

Why all of this fuss over a groundhog? Well,
Groundhog Day celebrations started hundreds of
years ago in Europe. It was part of German folk
lore, known as Candlemas Day. On this day, people
would watch the badger, a close relative to the
groundhog, come out of his den to see his shadow.
If he did see his shadow, he was thought to be so
frightened by it that he scrambled back into his
den. It was thought that this meant there would be
six more weeks of wintry weather. If the badger
stayed outside and saw no shadow, then legend
had it that Spring would be just around the comer.

Mr. Dunkel, President of the Punxsutawney
Groundhog Club, explains that this German
holiday became part of the United States' tradition
when German immigrants settled in Pennsylvania.
The German Americans did not see very many
badgers around, but they did see plenty of ground
hogs, also known as woodchucks or gophers.
So, for fun, each February they began to watch
the groundhogs for signs of winter's end.

Nowadays, we know that there is no scientific
evidence proving that gophers can truly predict the
seasons, but it is still a popular holiday throughout
the United States. Besides, over the years, Phil has
been right 98 out of 111 times!

-Mary [be, Apple Valley, California

Halloween
Scary, merry, dared in the night

People come, people go, some we don't know.
Halloween I have seen, every year it has come

And the guy in that house doesn't have a thumb.
Masks are scary, masks are cute

People sometimes wear a whole suit.
Halloween, Halloween, people scaring mei All the boys with gross designs

h
"'-)-./ Girls that wear little pink tights

.....~ \ ,,/ Parents take the little one
/,/.1\\), To each and every house

/'!t ...)(\_I saw a girl dressed as a mouse.~
I I Why such horror? ~0.J - -.. Why such pain? ~ '~i ~
\):' Why so gruesome? ~~~1")b

\" / Why such a game? ~
';-., Because it's Halloween! .

...
-Jyleah Ricci, Sleeping Giant MS, Livingston, Montana

Shabe Valda, the Sun's Birth Night
On December 22nd, while many American

families are preparing for Christmas, Hanukkah
or Kwanzaa, Iranian-Americans will celebrate the
Winter Solstice, the longest night of the year.

Iranian families celebrate the night by having
a sleep-over with their family, waiting for the sun
to rise the next morning. It is called Shabe Yalda
(Birthday Night). In the morning the sun is "re
born." The darkest, longest night of the year has
passed and from now on, the days become longer.

In ancient times, Iranians thought on this night,
that darkness and evil fought against goodness and
light. Family members had to stick together, and
stay up all night with candles and fires burning to
help the sun win against the night.

Today, families keep all the lights on. Parents
and children sleep together on patoos (blankets)
on the floor. They eat, play games, and eat some
more, to pass the time.

Special foods are prepared, like ajeel, a mixture
of dried fruits and nuts, and watermelon (that is
preserved all winter, usually by the grandfather,
for use on this special day).

In the morning, they are happy to see the sun
has won over the night, and talk of what fun it is
to celebrate the "Shabe Yalda"!

-Maria Olia, Newton, Massachussettes
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My Bat Mitzvah
A Bat Mitzvah is a special day in the

Jewish heritage. People may not know
what a Bat or Bar Mitzvah is unless they
experience it for themselves. This is
probably the most important day for
Jewish boys and girls because it teaches
them to read Torah and follow command
ments. It is also the day when thirteen
year-old teenagers become known as men
and women in the Jewish community.

For me, it was a really special day.
I read from the Torah, spoke in Hebrew,
and in sign language. I belong to a deaf
congregation since my brother is deaf. It ,\ ett I~ ICf /I Barat: Wedding Procession by Vidushi Bhatnagar

was very special to be able to sign for him. Navruz (New Day)
It was important for my parents, too, and it Our republic has a great holiday. It is "Navruz." We
was something I wanted to do. . celebrate it on the 21 st day of March. On this day all our

My Torah reading was about Jacob and citizens are happy and very joyful. Everyone is resting,
his dream of the angels flying up and down people go to enjoy beautiful concerts, shows and fairs.
a stone-studded ladder made from rubies, It also marks the first day of Spring.
emeralds, diamonds and crystal. People make our national dish, Sumalak. It is made of

I also had to give an interpretation of wheat and water. It takes about 24 hours to make this dish.
what this reading meant to me and also It is very tasty. Of course, there are other foods as well.
what it's like to have aBat Mitzvah. It was ~Ilike this holiday the most of all!
kind of scary, but really very exciting. After ~ -Golib Ishankulov, Grade 9, Samarkand, Uzbekistan
my reading, my brother signed and spoke 0
a prayer out loud in English wonderfully. ,\ Eid: A Special Holiday

To this important event, I invited many You have probably heard about many holidays, like
family members and even some really Christmas, Hanukkah, Roshashana, but you probably never
special teachers from school. I invited my heard of my favorite one: It comes twice a year and it is
teachers up on the Bimah to open the are, called Eid. There are two Eids, one is after Ramadan.
my little cousins to walk around with the Ramadan is a special month that Muslims celebrate once
mini-Torahs, my grandparents and great- a year, in which we fast (don't eat or drink) from sunrise to
grandma to undress the Torah before I read ~unset for thirty ~ays. You can't even dri,nk water. Fasting
it my aunts and uncle to redress it after- IS a way of knowmg how poor people mIght feel.
w'ards. After all that my mom shared a Our months are a little different than the system you
speech about me. (She helped me through might use. When E~d happens actually depends on the
't 11 dIdH b 'th) moon. When there IS a new moon after Ramadan, we
1 a ,an even earne e rew WI me. k h d' E'd

Af h' I k h S bb h now t e next ay IS l.
~er t IS, am to eep tea at The second Eid is after Hajj. Hajj is when we do a

(even If my parents ?o not) and follow ~e pilgrimmage to Mecca. All Muslims have to do this once
commandme.nts. This day was very speCIal in their lives. I haven't done this yet, but I intend to.
for the ~abbl, too! I ~as so deeply affected During this Eid everyone gives lamb as food to friends
that I WIll remember It forever. and family. These two holidays are the only holidays we
-Lindsay Handler, 13, Lincolnwood, Illinois. have, so that makes them very special.
Italic words come from the Hebrew language. -Atena Lodhi, Lincolnwood, Illinois
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Shrovetide: Shrove Tuesday

UPetushok" -Cock by Yelena Medvedeva, Class 3,
Middle School No. 23, Greater Moscow, Russia

vals are homemade with tree bark, and usually
started in the summer. A suitable piece of bark is
removed, holes cut for eyes, nose and mouth, and
dried well. Thread, moss or fur are glued on for the
beard and hair. The person's nose is blackened with
coal or whitened with flour. An old hat, tattered

clothes, old coat, and a rope
around the waist completes
the costume.

The revelers go from
house to house, are fed with
food and drink, doused with
water, and end up at one
house where the carnival
concludes with refreshments.
The noisy parade includes an
effigy-a figure of a woman
given different names

'<;.'/i according to the region:
.j

Kotre, More, Chuchela and
others. The parade ends and
Kotre is added to a bonfire
and burned. This symbolizes
the end of the merry Christ

mas-meat-eating season. We circle around the fire
asking winter to go away and to let spring begin.

-lndre Lebedevaite and Egle Viliute, both 13,
Kauno Raj, Lithuania. Painting by Egle.

"Russian Folkdancers" -Katya Kuzmichyova, 15,
Novovoronezh, Voronezh Region, Russia.

The last day before the start of Lent is called
Shrovetide (or Shrove Tuesday). People try to be
merry and noisy on that day and eat much rich food
to "sustain them through Lent." At least nine meals
(in some places, twelve), with meat and rich foods
are consumed. To keep the festivities from running
over, certain places in Lithuania
ring church bells at eleven
o'clock at night so everyone
would know it was time to end
the partying and go home.

The main dish for Shrovetide
is pancakes, usually made of
flour with yeast, apples, berries
or just plain.

It is not good to stay at home
on this day, even for the bees.
Beekeepers load their beehives
into a sleigh and take them for
a ride. That way, bees would be
industrious in summer, would fly
farther, and gather much honey.

Shrovetide is highly noted for
such soothsaying and predictions, .
but these are all related to agriculture, such as, flax
fibers would grow long and abundantly; or pests
would not harm the livestock or seed.

Costumed and masked revelers are an integral
part of the festivities. Masks for Lithuanian carni-
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The Chinese New Year
In Taiwan, my country, we do not

celebrate Thanksgiving, but we have a
special day that is called the New Year.
The Chinese New Year is on the first day
of the Lunar Year. The children wear
new clothes, new shoes, and collect a
lot of money.

In order to show the elders our
respect, we always bow to them. In return
the elders, such as our parents, grand
parents, aunts, and uncles, give us money
in a red envelope called Hong Bow. The
money is for the new year. The color red
represents happiness. That's the reason
why you will see many Chinese restau
rants decorated with red furniture and red
carpet. They might also have red napkins
and table cloths.

During the Chinese New Year, the
entire family visits each other and dines
together. We are always so happy to see
each other. For me, Chinese New Year
is the happiest day of the year.

-Anson William Ting, 13, ESL student,
Webster Intermediate School, Texas.
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~The Silk Garden~9
Each morning, the Empress would rush with

delight to watch the worms spin their splendid
cocoons. Each day the sight grew more breath
taking. The white silk bundles sparkled against the
dark green of the leaves. At last, every tree in the
garden was draped with silky white strands.

For many days the Empress unwound the
cocoons into single threads. Using a reel, she
twisted the threads together until they were strong
enough for weaving. She then wove her silk
threads into splendid fabrics.

With joy, the Empress draped the fine silks on
her furniture, and with pride, she created beautiful
robes for her husband and household.

The Empress was so pleased with her rare
fabric, she and her husband told no one but their
servants. For many years, the story of the silk
worms remained China's splendid secret.

-Kimberly Klier, Washington, Indiana

Once there was a beautiful Chinese Empress.
She was very much loved by her husband, the
Emperor. The two spent many hours in their
garden, where they gathered colorful flowers
and listened to the sweet songs of birds.

In the midst of the garden stood sweet mulberry
trees. The Emperor prized these trees above all
other plants in the garden. He loved to eat the rich
berries and share their sweetness with his queen.

One warm evening, as the wind blew gently
through the trees, the Empress found the Emperor
sitting sadly beneath his precious mulberry trees.

"My husband, tell me of your sadness," the
Empress whispered as she softly knelt beside him.

The Emperor rested his head upon his wife's
shoulder and shared with her his sorrow. The
leaves and flowers of his mulberry trees were being
eaten by something in the garden.

"My dear husband, I'll save your mulberry
trees," the faithful wife fr!!!!!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

promised.
The next morning, the

Empress began her task.
Leaf after leaf, her slender
fingers tenderly searched
each plant and her eyes
gazed in wonder at the
sight before her. Soft, white
worms nestled shiny white
cocoons among the tree
leaves.

"My husband must see
these," the Empress cried,
dropping a creamy cocoon
into her teacup. But the
Empress and the Emperor
were both surprised when
they looked in the hot
water. Delicate silk threads
unraveled in cobwebby
strands in the cup's bottom.

The Empress was
thrilled by the beauty, and
asked her husband to give
her a grove of his mulberry
trees in the garden. Her
wish granted, the happy
Empress grew thousands
of the soft white worms.
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Holiday Memory
I jammed my small feet into my cute purple

boots as I bundled up to go outside. This was a
holiday event for my twin sister, Rachel, and me.
For the past few previous years, my dad towed us
around the neighborhood on our toboggan. I was
about five at the time. Anyway, I always put my
boots on last-after the coat, after the hat, after the
mittens, so it was impossible for me to tie the laces
with such thick hands. Shuffling into the kitchen
where my mom sat, I looked pleadingly into her
eyes and pointed (or tried to; it's hard to point with
mittens on), at my feet. She bent over and tied the
teal laces, kissed the top of my hat, and shooed
me out the door.

At fIrst, the cold wind sent a chill down my
back, but all the layers that Mom made me wear
warmed me up. My eyes wandered around the win
ter twilight and then I realized that Rachel and dad
had lifted the old toboggan off its hooks in the back
of the garage. This made me mad for two reasons:

One, I liked to help with the taking down ritual.
The toboggan was so old it deserved one. Two,
since Rachel was outside first, she got first pick of
the spot she wanted, and, of course, she picked the
front. The best spot. I sighed and thought, I'll push
her off and take her seat later. I sat myself down
behind Rachel on the toboggan which sat on our
snow-covered driveway. I looked at the sled, which
my mom rode in her time, worn out by the years.
It was a long piece of oakwood, curled up at the
front-a great place to stick your feet. Red
checkered padding lined the toboggan, cracked,
ripped, and duct-taped from years of use.

I felt myself jerked from my seat and real
ized we had set off, dad towing us as he jogged.
It was night time, the stars were shining (when
they weren't covered by a thin blanket of
clouds). Normally, being outside so late would
have scared the wits out of me, but this was a
special night that I looked forward to all year.

Our route took us on a round-about way
through the neighborhood. It was slightly hilly,
but dad kept a steady pace. Occasionally, when
we went up one of the larger hills, Rachel and I '-.. /
needed to get off, which we did resentfully. Then
we literally slid on our stomachs down the icy hill

and back on. Sometimes Rachel and I spotted a
snowpile near someone's driveway from all the
snowplowing. Feeling in a silly mood, we dramati
cally pretended to tumble off the toboggan. Dad,
who was used to our little game, just kept jogging.
The snowpile seemed to call us, luring our tiny
bodies into its soft snow. Not resisting the tempta
tion, we both threw ourselves into the snow. I sat,
snow enveloping me, only for a short while
because I wanted to get the front. Now was the per
fect time. I made a dash towards dad, who was a
fair distance away. Victory was in sight as I closed
in. Making a sliding move, I claimed the front.

Rachel whined when she saw me in "her spot,"
but I didn't care. I slipped my feet into the space
under the front and gripped a hold of the dangling
ends of the towing rope. "Mush! Mush!" I called
after dad, acting like he was a sled dog. I did this
for quite a while, but five-year-olds get bored
easily, so I laid down and just looked at all the
Christmas lights and eventually fell asleep.

This is perhaps my most vivid holiday memory.
Dad continued to take us around the neighborhood
for a few more years. Eventually, though, we
became too big, with the addition of my brother
to tow. I miss those times. We still have that old
toboggan, and it still hangs on the same hooks in
the garage.

-Stephanie Hicks, 13, Traverse City, Michigan

« "'y(
... ~/~,-

"French Family Festival"
-Florie Carrie, 15, Bretagne, France
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Hanukkah-The Festival of Lights

Dipawali by Vidushi Bhatnagar, 15, Bhopal, India

Hanukkah* lets Jews allover the world celebrate a great victory
and remember a miracle that happened over 2,000 years ago.

Antiochus, a cruel Syrian king, ruled the Jews. He drove them
away from their Temple in Jerusalem and ordered them to worship
the Greek gods. He killed those who refused. The Jews were sad and
scared.

Mattathias, a wise, old Jewish priest, became angry. He and his
five sons fought back. They were joined by others, and soon had a
small army. Using whatever weapons they could make or find, they
attacked the Syrians unexpectedly and at night. By day they hid in
deep caves in the hills.

When Mattathias died, his son, Judah, led the growing army.
Because he was so strong, he became known as the Maccabee (the
Hammer). After three years of fighting, Antiochus was forced to
give in and return the Temple back to the Jews.

The Temple was in ruins-dirty, overgrown and filled with altars
to the Greek gods. The Jews cleaned the Temple and were ready
to hold a service. They looked around for the special oil for the
Temple's holy lamp. The lamp was supposed to bum day and night
always. But one small jar was found- enough to bum for one night.

A messenger was sent to find oil. Then, the miracle happened.
The lamp burned for eight days and nights, until the new oil came.

This miracle is remembered every Hanukkah by lighting the
menorah, a special candleholder with eight branches, plus an extra
one to hold the shamash (head). Each night, the shamash is lit and
used to light the other candles. One candle is lit on the first night,
two on the second, and so on until all eight candles are glowing on
the last night of Hanukkah. And Jews give thanks for that great
miracle in the Temple of Jerusalem, long ago.

-Judy Wolfman, York, Pennsylvania. *Hanukkah means dedication.

Divali-Dipawali
Divali is the Indian Festival of Light.

Everybody cleans and decorates their
house. It also marks the Hindu New
Year. Children light fireworks and give
greeting cards to friends and relatives.

Divali lasts for five days. We draw
rangolees on the doorsteps or in the
courtyard. We keep sweets and snacks
on hand as people visit each other to
wish them a Happy New Year.

We wear new clothes. We go to the
temple every day, especially on the New
Year Day. We put divas or lights every
where: Doors, windows, buildings, trees.

~ishi 1. Madhori, Gr. 5, Elk Grove, Illinois

A Potato Latke Recipe
Latkes are potato pancakes.

We fry them in oil. When we eat
them, we remember the miracle of
the oil that burnedfor eight nights!

1. Wash 4 large potatoes.
2. Peel the potatoes (with an adult
helper, if you are unsure of how to
handle the peeler safely).
3. Cut the potatoes into small
pieces you can hold. Use a grater
to grate the potatoes into a bowl.
4. Drain off most of the liquid
from the potatoes.
5. Beat 2 eggs with a beater in
another bowl.
6. Add the grated potatoes, 1 tea
spoon of salt, 3 tablespoons of
flour, and 1/2 teaspoon of baking
powder. Mix everything together.
7. Pour some oil into a skillet.
When the oil is hot, drop the potato
mixture by tablespoons into it.
Fry on both sides until brown.
8. Remove the latkesfrom the
skillet with a spatula, and drain
on paper towels (or paper bags).
9. Serve with apple sauce.

Enjoy!
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A Thanksgiving Limerick
"Gobble, gobble," said Turkey.
"Mr. Fanner, why are you so worky-worky?"
"Mr. Fanner, whatchya doin' with that axe?"

Mr. Fanner said, "Sit back and relax."
And right before all went black,

Turkey heard a very loud WHACK!

It grows louder
Into another powerful, deafening

Crash, as a boom tears into the thunder cloud
Pouring fury with each wild scream
From distinct blackness crackling above
Too fast-no control-I feel something hit me

And something loosens~r does it tighten?

The pain explodes into a rush of tears
Desperation-self-pity?

Confusion.
I push something out with an eccentric force

I didn't know existed
And suddenly the storm disappears

As a pale mist silently creeps into the sky.

I push out again-afraid
I tremble, hold back, pity-fear?
The sun sets on the horizon as the sky
Turns into a mask of blue
Pink, purple, yellow, red
Glimmering in silent beauty
A rainbow appears as the colors turn black

Relief, happiness
Watching the rainbow in a sea of darkness

More tears?
They feel so good.

-Jennifer Roberts, 13, Herndon, Virginia

Spirit Dancers
We enter, blessing the stage
With the smoke of tobacco and sage
Each of the four corners are blessed
With the sacred eagle feather.

Everyone takes their turn
Dancing for the crowd

First Fancy
Then Grass, and Jingle
Followed by my father
The traditional dancer

We flow together
A whirl of colors and style

Last but not least
Comes the feather dance
We dance in a circle, both directi()lls
Then one of us takes the center
We dance for the creator
To cleanse- ourselves
For the future.

-Marielle Florendo o/Wasco Tribe, 8th grader,
Spencer Butte Middle School, Eugene, Oregon

Winter
Soft white snow .. -Eric Kohn, 12, Bellevue, Washington

Clear blue sky ..... 41 \ t
~~~i~: person in sight "'. ~ ~~~.
H . fl . ~""""'-- ~~ .,.air appmg .. ,~ 11'".
Snow spraying , The Storm
I fly down the hill ~ 1-/ A storm
Skiing. "Prettige Kerstdagen & Violently eruptinginside
Chaos ensues Lightning and thunder crash

een Gelukkig Nieuwjaar" Wh' th l' h . dPandemonium lIe e sun 19 t IS devoure
-Lonneke from Holland I' . d kn

Loving ever moment. . nto a plercmg ar ess
. y ." Ram beats loudly as the sky shatters

-Kasza Bartoszynska, 13, BOlse, Idaho. I was Into a monstrous roar.
born in Warsaw, Poland, and moved to America
when I was three. I still speak Polish and I travel
back to Poland almost every summer."

Haiku
I laugh at the world

Through all of its great sorrows
For I think of joys

-Courtney Bongiolatti, 14, Middletown, New Jersey
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Why I Am A Vegetarian...
"I became a vegetarian because I love animals. I was

six years old. I saw on TV people killing animals. I didn't
like it. I went to Junior's Restaurant with my dad. We had
bacon and eggs. I asked my dad what it was. He said pork.
I asked what pork was. He said pig. I said Eew! I said I'm
going to be a vegetarian starting now. And I've been one
ever since.

"I also read a book called All Cows Are Vegetarians. It
told you about if one person a year is a vegetarian, it saves
the rain forest. It also taught about what people are doing
to this planet Earth. I was nearly in tears. It takes a lot to
make me cry. That helped me to stay a vegetarian."

-Rachel Silverman, 8, Los Angeles, California

" ... It is hard being a teenager, much less a vegetarian.
Having to compromise others' tastes, and to have to keep
fighting stereotypes are just some of the problems facing
me and all those who stray from the 'white male' norm.
I am a proud 'biker babe,' but I wear all cotton instead
of leather, and I eat mushrooms and tomatoes instead of
steak and potatoes...

"I don't miss the taste of meat any more... My body
feels cleaner... Life is good when you know you are
making a decision, consciously, to reduce the many
detriments to our society..."

-Anne Wiegand, age 14-18 category, Apple Valley, Minn.
The Vegetarian Resource Group sponsors an annual contest

for kids, 18 and under. Above are just two excerpts from the
1997 winners. To enter the 1998 contest, write a 2 to 3 page
essay on any aspect of vegetarianism and send it (with your
name, age, school and teacher's name) by May 1,1998 to the
V. R. G., P. O. Box 1463, Baltimore, MD 21203.

"Vegetarians do not eat meat, fish, and poultry. Vegans
are vegetarians who abstain from eating or using all animal
products, including milk, cheese, other dairy items, eggs,
wool, silk, or leather. Among the many reasons for being
a vegetarian are health, ecological, and religious concerns,
dislike of meat, compassion for animals, belief in non
violence, and economics.

"The American Dietetic Association has affirmed that a
vegetarian diet can meet all known nutrient needs. The key
to a healthy vegetarian diet, as with any other diet, is to eat
a wide variety of foods, including fruits, vegetables, plenty
of leafy greens, whole grain products, nuts, seeds, and
legumes. Limit your intake of sweets and fatty foods."

-Excerpted from the Vegetarian Journal Family Matters,
published by the Vegetarian Resource Group.
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Banana Burrito
Ingredients:
1 banana 2 T peanut butter
2 T raisins 1 1/2 T chopped walnuts

Honey 1 soft tortilla shell
Preparation:

Spread peanut butter on the tortilla
shell. Sweeten with honey (if neces
sary). Cut banana into thin slices and
evenly place on top of the peanut
butter. Sprinkle the raisins and walnuts
over the peanut butter and banana
slices. Roll up the tortilla and enjoy!

Green Pepper Jamboree
Ingredients:
1 green pepper 1 T chopped onion
2 T lemon/lime juice 0.5 t ground cumin
2 T tomato paste 3/4 cup water
2 T chopped cilantro 1/2 T olive oil
1 t Worcestershire sauce r<~~
3/4 cup cooked rice __.;~y~
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frying pan. Add ffri~~
chopped onions ~ 0-
and strips of green CS ~J rl
pepper to pan. Stir-fry ~
for 2 min. if you want the peppers to
stay crunchy; 5 to 7 min. if you want
them soft. Stir in the tomato paste,
Worcestershire sauce, and cumin, stir
for 4 min. on medium heat. Tum off
heat and stir in cilantro and lime or
lemon juice.

Pour over cooked.rice and enjoy!
-Michael-Che Swisher, San

Francisco, California. (For more
Vegetarian Recipes, see our Vol. 7, no. 2,
pp. 29-31 and this issue's Bookshelf.)



Mochitsuki
As I run through tall fields of grain
My black hair swings in my face

I think of my grandfather's childhood when
He had been just my age

At New Years he would make
Delicious rice cakes called Mochitsuki.

Kneading as hard as they can
A whole of four families it would take

Women, men, boys and girls
Special rice called Mochigome,

Pounded in a pasty-like cake
Turned, rolled and sprinkled with

Tiny little drops of water
Now I think of this procedure

Being repeated, and repeated...
Two whole days of pounding.

I remember my grandfather's words:
"In the making of Mochi, there are several

Special sizes made."
They'd arrange the Mochi

On a small table in the living room
A table covered with a white cloth
And two tree leaves at the bottom
Then the Mochitsuki was placed

From largest to smallest
The smallest with a tangerine on top.

Grandfather told me
He thought it had to do with

Memorializing ancestors
So too, I remember the glorious days

When my grandfather was a boy
The days they would pound Mochi

As I now run through tall fields of grain.
-Kira Lee Suyeishi, 11, Aurora, CoLorado.

She writes, "/ am afourth generation (Asian-American)
which we caLL yonsei in
Japanese. My mother is
third generation Chinese
American and my father is
third generation Japanese
American. They were both
raised in Los Angeles. My
brother and / were born in
Denver, Colorado."

Vegetarian Pate
This heart-healthy Vegetarian Pate is an

unusual combination of ingredients. It tastes and
looks like the foie gras and chopped liver made
from the very high in cholesterol livers and fat of
geese, ducks, chickens and calves.

Ingredients:
1 Tblsp. vegetable oil or vegetable oil spray
1 onion, thinly sliced
1 can (15 ounce-size) young, small sweet peas;

drain and reserve liquid
1 cup finely chopped or ground walnuts
5 hard-cooked eggs, peeled and mashed (7 hard

cooked egg whites can be used instead, to
reduce cholesterol)

14 low-fat Ritz crackers, finely crushed, and
salt and pepper to taste

Equipment:
Medium non-stick skillet, wooden spoon, food
processor, refrigerator storage container with lid.

Instructions:
1. Coat or spray bottom of non-stick skillet with

vegetable oil and heat on medium-high; Add
sliced onions. Using wooden spoon, stir fre
quently and fry until onions are browned, about
15 minutes. During frying, reduce heat to
medium, if necessary, to prevent burning.
Remove from heat, set aside to cool.

2. Put drained peas in food processor. Add fried
onions with pan drippings, finely chopped or
ground walnuts, eggs and crushed crackers.
Process until smooth. Add reserved liquid
(from can of peas), a little at a time, to keep
mixture moist enough to process. Add salt and
pepper to taste. Transfer to refrigerator storage
container, cover and refrigerate.

Serve as dip with crudites: carrots, celery
and jicama fingers and/or as a spread on
bread or crackers.

-Lois S. Webb, Seabrook, Texas. Lois is the
author of "Holidays of the World Cookbook For
Students" (Oryx Press, Arizona) She writes, {The
history offood is a fascinating subject. To follow
the journey ofhow dishes travel from one part of
the world to another is often an intriguing tale."
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Grandma's Great Cinnamon Buns
The family recipe for cinnamon buns has been passed

along for ages, but I'm convinced that my grandmother
made them best. Although the cinnamon bun's taste is
spectacular in its sweet richness, that is only part of what
makes it truly great. The other part is its fragrance, wafting
from the kitchen to envelop the entire house. The smell is
light and doughy mixed with sharp cinnamon that tickles
your nose. Together they spell pure excitement and delight f

at the prospect of eating them! My grandmother herself
smiled lightly at this, and as part of honoring her, we all
chipped in to make the cinnamon buns at her informal
funeral at my family's house. I think I'll try and learn from
my mom how to make them, so when my kids say to me,
"Hey Dad, you make the best cinnamon buns in the
world," I'll just reply, "Thanks a lot, but honestly, your
great-grandmother did." -Jesse Bunnell-Last, 13, Wellesley, Massachusetts

Grandmother's Special Recipe
Contributed by Helen Stark Bunnell, Marjorie Bunnell Nooy, Jane Nooy Bunnell and Jesse Bunnell-Last

Ingredients: While the dough is rising, you can prepare the pans
2 packages yeast 1 tsp. salt for cooking. In each of the round aluminum pans, add 2
2 cups scalded and cooled milk 1 egg Tblsp. each of butter and oil. Melt over low heat, and then
1/2 cup sugar 1/2 cup oil add enough light brown sugar for a thick, though spread-
approx. 6 cups of flour able, consistency. Distribute the caramel evenly over the
For each of three 8 inch round baking pans: bottom of the pans using a fork.
approx. 1/3 cup of light brown sugar Once the dough is sufficiently risen, it is time to spill
several Tblsp. of oil; several Tblsp. of butter it out on the lightly flour-dusted pastry cloth. Now gen-

tly work the dough down into a rectangular shape about
For spreading out on the rolled out dough: the size of 12 "by IS" making sure the dough is no thin-
at least one stick of very soft butter (1/2 cup) ner than 1/2" thick. Using your fingers, coverthe dough's
at least 1/2 box of light brown sugar surface with the soft butter. Thoroughly cover the butter
probably about 4 Tblsp. of cinnamon with the brown sugar by rubbing the sugar between the
Scald the milk and set aside to cool. Soak the yeast palms of the hand to smooth out most of the lumps, and

in 1 cup of lukewarm water mixed with 1 Tblsp. sugar. then sprinkle a blanket of cinnamon all over the top.
Cream together the sugar, oil, egg and salt. Combine Now you must roll the dough up very carefully and
the creamed ingredients with the milk. Add the yeast. without pulling it too tightly. You may need to gently
Begin adding the flour, one cup at a time, mixing ini- extend the ends of the roll out further to the right and left.
tially and briefly with an electric mixer. After adding When you have it all rolled up, seal the seam by pinching
the fourth cup, you will need to switch to mixing by the dough together. Use a serrated knife to saw the dough
hand. Continue adding the flour to the bowl until the into slices about I" wide. After each slice, carefully pick
ingredients are dough-like, and it is tough to mix. up the roll and lay it horizontally in one of the pans, so
Then pour the dough out on a pastry cloth that has been that finally each pan will be filled with rolls that are gen-
lightly floured. Flour your own hands and begin to add tly touching, not pressing against each other. Put the pans
the remainder of the flour, now kneading it into the in a warm spot, cover them and let them rise to nearly
dough. At first, the dough will be quite sticky, but will twice their size (1/2 hr.). Bake in a preheated 350 OF oven
gradually become soft and easy to knead. Place the for about 25 minutes.
dough into an oiled bowl so the dough will not stick Tum the pans of rolls over on a dinner plate and use a
when it is rising. The bowl should be big enough so spatula to scrape out all of the sticky topping. If you can,
the dough can rise to twice its size. Cover the bowl and wait until they cool to eat. If you can't, like my family,
allow the dough to rise in a warm place for an hour. just be careful... They will be very hot-and delicious!
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It's hard for me to endure family celebrations. They were O.K. when I was young,
but now I feel like a prisoner. My family would not tolerate my absence. Do I have to
participate? - J.B.

Dear J.B.: Can you negotiate times with your family when you will participate in festivities
with generous spirit, and times when the family honors your preference to engage in other
activities? More importantly, you may prefer celebrations that you design yourself. When you
make a breakthrough in your life, or grasp a new concept, stop and rejoice! Create your own
festivities, be it by yourself, or with others of your choosing.

~
Here is an example ofan event ~'~

well-worth making into a celebration: v,t
..... v \'-.......... (j

Every April first, the staff of a ~~

high school newpaper sought to out- ~WN I" "'"'L'....c''''1\~/',.,~,.c~D~
do themselves in creating a wild and ~ vI vv~"--

clever April Fool's issue. In one
recent year, national political leaders, J
world-wide social issues and satire
were interwoven to produce an
especially startling paper.

As soon as the newspaper was
distributed among the student body,
however, some of the stories and
editorials were perceived to attack
Hispanics and judged offensive.
One girl of Mexican descent took
the lead and assembled a roomful of
Hispanic students. Admirably, she
insisted on a non-violent approach,
then invited the editorial staff to meet with the group. One author arrived.

For three hours, he listened with openness to the hurt and anger of the Hispanic students and
began to grasp why they were so upset. A long process of talking and listening followed, and
gradually, mutual sensitivity evolved. The Hispanic youth were asked to share their perspective
in the paper's next issue. The non-violent leader and the listening writer bonded in a warm
celebration, honoring the courage exhibited and wisdom gained.

J.B., I've heard ofpeople celebrating climbing a mountain, giving a speech, forgiving
someone, swimming across a lake .. Let me know what you find to celebrate!

Questions? Comments? Write to:
Dear Hanna

c/o Skipping Stones
Post Office Box 3939

Eugene, Oregon 97403 USA

In Peace,
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Las Posadas y La Navidad: Christmas in Mexico

The father of the house leads the procession,
followed by children dressed as angels.

..'~.

Other children, dressed as shepherds,
carry curved crooks.

The Holy Pilgrims often wear woolen
ponchos and wide straw hats, while some
ladies wear spectacular regional costumes.

A pine covered platform is carried with small statues
of Jose (Joseph) and Maria (Mary) on a donkey.

Nowhere is the birth of Christ celebrated with
more enthusiasm than in Mexico, the celebrations
lasting from December 16 to February 2. As
Christmas approaches, markets appear on the
sidewalks; Puestos (stalls) sell colorful pinatas,
candies, nuts, candles and nativity decorations.

Beginning at dusk on December 16th, the nine
nights of Las Posadas reenact the journey of Mary
and Joseph from Nazareth to Bethlehem. In some
Mexican towns, nine families celebrate together,
enacting the story of Jesus' birth in a different
home every night. Some people are Holy Pilgrims,
others are cruel-hearted innkeepers. Each pilgrim
carries a candle to represent the star which
appeared above Jesus' birthplace.
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The procession goes on, pretending that each room
in the house is a posada in Bethlehem. They sing,

"In the name of Heaven, offer us shelter..."
Inside an innkeeper sings out, "There is no room."

La Noche Buena (The Good Night), December
24, was the night of Jesus' birth two thousand years
ago. On this night, as the last door opens, families
are joyously told, "Entren santos peregrinos."
(Enter Holy Pilgrims). El ninito (the baby) is finally
placed in the empty pesebre (manger). The naci
miento is complete. Everyone kneels in prayer.

To celebrate, children strike the hanging pinata,
traditional foods are eaten, and mass begins at the
Catholic church a little before twelve. At midnight,
church bells ring, whistles blow, and fireworks
shoot into the night sky.

Christmas day is spent visiting friends and
family, giving everyone time to celebrate and
understand the meaning of Christ's birth.

"Feliz Navidad!"

Navidad en Mexico
En mi pais, Mexico, tenemos varias celebra

ciones durante el ano. La mayoria de elIas son
debidas a una mezcla de tradiciones cristianas con
otras autoctonas de nuestros antepasados indfgenas.

La celebraci6n de la navidad es antecedida por
Las Posadas. SegUn la tradici6n, comienzan el dfa
16 de diciembre y finalizan el 24 del mismo meso
Las Posadas consisten en que un grupo de ninos
y adultos encienden velas y van cantando versos.
Ellos representan a Jose y a Marfa cuando estos
iban pidiendo un lugar donde pasar la noche.
Despues de cantar se reparten dukes y se participa
en romper la pinata. Esta es la parte mas emocio
nante para los ninos. Se escoge a algUn nino a
quien se Ie da un palo y comienza a ciegas a tratar
de pegarle a la pinata, hasta que esta se rompe.

EI ultimo dfa de Las Posadas es el 24 de
diciembre. Este dfa se denomina como la Noche
Buena, pues se cree que, esa noche, a las 12 de la
media noche nace el nino Jesus. Es por eso que se
denomina la Navidad. La Navidad pues la palabra
viene de natividad 0 dia de nacimiento.

-Luis Soto, 12, Webster, Texas.

The last door opens to reveal a nacimiento,
a miniature stable. Christmas songs are sung.

Text and photographs (taken in the predominantLy
Latino neighborhood of the Olvera Street in Los
AngeLes) by Ann Stalcup, Malibu, California
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Big Toe's Gumbo
Moving to Oklahoma had been bad enough, but her first day at

Jefferson School had been one disaster after another. As she tugged on
her locker, it flung open, and sent books, papers, and Megan to the floor.
Megan felt the tears she'd been holding back all day stinging her face.

"Don't worry," a voice from above her said, "I've wrestled with my
locker and lost before, too. I'm Jessica Adams. Most people just call me
Jessie. I'm from the Delaware tribe... Are you the new girl?"

"I guess that's me," she replied. She didn't like being called the new
girl. "My name's Megan Bordreaux (Boo-dro), but most people call me
Big Toe. I'm from Louisiana... My whole day's been like this!"

"Let me help you with your stuff," Jessica said with a grin.
Megan was amazed at how nice Jessica was. She hadn't been friends

with too many Native Americans before.
"Say, do you have my mom for Science?" Jessie asked.
"Ms. Adams is your mom? That's coo!!" Megan exclaimed.
"Why don't you see if you can come over and meet the rest of the

family?!" Jessica suggested.
• • •

Megan couldn't believe how similar Jessica's house was to hers.
Jessie's room was all purple, just like hers! She even had a pet hampster!
They talked until it was time to start dinner. Jessie usually helped cook,
and tonight they were having one of her favorite native meals-fry
bread tacos and grape dumplings. And Megan thought they were good.

The next night they went to Megan's house, so Megan could show
Jessie a special Boudreaux family dish-native to Louisiana and to the
French Canadians who settled there.

"Guess what we're having for dinner?" Megan asked when Jessie
arrived. "Gumbo!"

"What?!" Jessie almost shouted, "a dish with chewing gum in it?"
Megan laughed so hard she could hardly answer. "No! There's no

gum in it. It's a Cajun dish."
"Cage-what? Is it a food they feed to zoo ·animals?" Jessie asked in

disbelief.
Megan laughed till tears came to her eyes. "That's what I am-a

Cajun. We fix Creole food. It's a little bit spicy, and tastes great." They
headed for the kitchen. They found Megan's dad making a dark gravy
that is in many Creole dishes.

After being introduced, Jessica asked, "What's in the pan?"
Big Toe quickly grabbed a spoon, "Dad's making a roux (roo)."
"As in KANGAROO?" Jessie asked in astonishment.
Now everyone was laughing. They had fun cooking, and later

enjoyed the gumbo. Megan's mom got to sample it, too, when she came
to get her. She loved it, and wanted the recipe.

As Jessie was leaving, Megan said excitedly, "Next time you come
we'll have Jambalaya!"

"What's that? A new dance?" Jessie asked.
"You'll just have to wait and see..." Big Toe said, with an even

bigger smile.

Megan's Gumbo
1 medium onion, chopped
3 cloves garlic, minced
1/4 teaspoon ground red pepper
1 pound skinless, boneless

chicken in bite-size pieces
8-12 oz. smoked sausage, cut in

bite-size slices
1 cup okra, cut in bite-size

pieces
1/2 cup chopped green pepper
1 teaspoon black pepper
4 cups water
1 pound shrimp, peeled and

deveined
1/3 cup of flour
1/3 cup of cooking oil, and
Hot cooked rice

In a heavy pan, stir flour and
oil together until smooth. Cook
over medium-high heatfor4-5
minutes, stirring constantly.
Reduce heat to medium. Cook
(stirring constantly) about 15
minutes more until a dark brown
roux (gravy base) isformed.

Stir in the onion, garlic, red
pepper, green pepper and black
pepper. Cook on mediumfor 4
to 5 minutes or unitl vegetables
are tender (stir frequently).

Gradually add the hot water.
Add chicken. Bring to a boil.
Reduce heat. Cover and simmer
for 40 minutes. Stir in the
sausage and okra. Simmer,
covered about 20 to 25 minutes
more or until chicken is tender.
Add shrimp. Cover and simmer
about 5 minutes until shrimp is
pink.

Spoon over hot cooked rice.
Serves 6.

Story and recipe by Mary Christian Stewart, Bartlesville, Oklahoma.
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Keeping Nature's Bounty
Thousands of years ago, Egyptians used salt as a food

preservative. In the old Chinese dynasties you could have
had a job as "employee of the vinegar." The Romans
prepared sauerkraut by combining cabbage and salt.
The Greeks dried fruit, extracted olive oil, and made wine.
Drying, pickling, salting, smoking, soaking in oil, and fer
mentation are ancient methods of preservation, still in use.

People dried fish, meat and fruit on racks or by
hanging. Today, fruit, herbs, mushrooms, vegetables and
milk are commercially dehydrated/dried in hot air dryers.

Pickling requires water, salt, vinegar or cider, and
spices. Sugar is sometimes added. This solution tenderizes
and gives a tangy flavor to produce. Relishes and chut
neys derive from this antique process.

Salting was mainly used for fish. First, the fish was
soaked in a brine of pickling salt and water, then stacked
between layers of salt. Salt doesn't require much work and
is cheap. Salted meats, sardines, beans... are still around.

Native Americans smoked salmon and halibut by
hanging them over a slow fire made of hardwood or corn
cobs. They preserved meat and berries into Pemmican;
game and fish by drying or smoking. Smoking can also
be combined with a salting or drying process.

With fermentation, milk, wine and grains are allowed
to reach a certain stage of decay. The results are cheese
and yogurt, vinegar and cider, and beer. In ancient Egypt,
brewing beer and baking bread were distinct tasks
reserved for women.

Sugar has been called an exotic spice, medicine, or
white gold. It first came from the Asian continent. Spanish
colonists planted the sugar cane in the West Indies. It
became a sweet favorite to preserve fruits and berries.

While sugar helped keep fruit over the years, an easier
process to maintain fruit and vegetables was developed
around 1810 by Nicholas Appert in France. Sterilization
and canning were born. After cleaning fresh produce and
fruit, place them in jars or bottles. Seal the containers and
cook them at high temperatures in a canner. Vegetables
and fruits have precise cooking times to destroy bacteria.

Freezing has been practiced in northern countries and
mountain regions since long ago. It helps custom~made
preserves by eliminating salt or sugar and keeps the taste
of the fresh fruit.

On a large scale, preserving food prevents hunger,
saves money, assuring quality and availability year round.
Many people make preserving a fun hobby or a way of
life, and enjoy their gardens and Nature's bounty daily.

-Jacqueline Ruette-Radke, Adams Center, New York

Korean Cuisine
Korea is a peninsula that juts southward from the

Asian mainland towards Japan. "The Land of the Morning
Calm" spews with rich culture. One big part of this
enriched culture is the wonderful food. Korean food? I
have heard classmates say, "Never heard of Korean food
before! I thought there was only Chinese and Japanese!"

Well, you should try Korean cuisine. Korean food
is coming into fashion with the new health kick of the
nineties. Why? It's a healthy, flavorful, and savory alter
native to other greasy, fried, nasty foods. If you are the
picky, health-conscious type, there are numerous Korean
dishes that are good for you and are absolutely delicious.

Korean delicacies can be complicated or simple. Rice
is the basic food and is eaten with practically everything,
including soups, and side dishes. Most Koreans have an
automatic rice-maker, which saves time and energy. Also,
we do not eat the "American Uncle Ben's" rice, but the
freshest rice from the rice patties of Korea. Rice is benefi
cial, supplying many necessary nutrients for your body.

Along with rice, a typical Korean dinner includes
side dishes that seem innumerable to the first-time eater.
These side dishes range from tofu, bean sprouts, spinach,
onion patty (pin daek douk), and many other fresh
veggies, Korean salads (namu!), to Kimchi-a spicy
pickled cabbage that leaves your mouth scorching hot!

Now comes the main dish, which is usually a meat,
such as fish, chicken, or my personal favorite, Bulgogi.
Next to Kimchi, Bulgogi may be Korea's best-known
dish. Bulgogi is thin slices of beef, sauteed in a special
teriyaki sauce and is cooked over a dome-shaped, char
coal grill. The main course could also be a soup, contain
ing tofu (tofu chigae), bean sprouts, or Kimchi (kimchi
chigae). All are amazingly healthy and mouth-watering.

Many Korean dishes are very hot. Kimchi is one of
the hottest. Some Koreans think that eating a lot of tangy
food is therapeutic and when they have a cold they can
"sweat it out." If you ask me, I think Korean comestibles
are one of the hottest in the world. If you don't believe
me, go to a Korean restaurant and order Kimchi. If your
mouth is not on fire, then I might reconsider.

You would think that Koreans drink a lot of water
with their meal because of all the flavoring of the food,
but the opposite is true. Koreans believe that drinking
too much water will fill you up faster.

I hope that you might try authentic Korean food. It is
very healthy, delicious, and well-balanced. As a Korean,
I am proud of our food.

---Alex Choi, Pine Mountain Middle, Kennesaw, Georgia
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Walrus/lippers hang to dry, St. Lawrence Island.

Eating Like An Eskimo
We Americans think nothing of "walking like an Egyptian" or tatoo

ing ourselves like a Maori, but what about eating like an Eskimo?
For decades, the word "Eskimo" was incorrectly translated as "eater

of raw flesh." This was not too appetiiing to most outsiders, who liked
their dinner cooked. However, new study of the language roots of this
name found that it really means "snowshoe netter."

Like many peoples around the world, Eskimos think of themselves
as "The People" or "the real people". Many Eskimos today, in Canada
and Alaska, call themselves "Inuit," which means "the real people."

Traditionally, during the winter, Eskimos used the outdoors as a big
refrigerator. They could store meat and fish up on a wooden platform
out of the reach of hungry huskies, and it would freeze instantly in the
cold. Because trees and cooking fuel were difficult to come by, Eskimos
often ate their frozen fish raw, a food they called coq (or kwak, which
simply means "raw-frozen"). The proper way to eat coq is to hold a fish
up to your mouth, hold the end between your teeth, and cut off a bite at
a time with your knife. Even a two-year-old is skilled at eating this way,
without cutting his lips.

One food Eskimos particularly enjoyed was raw muktuk. This is the
corky black outside skin of a whale plus an equal layer of white inner
fat. It tastes a bit nutty and a bit like a sardine. Muktuk was boiled, too.

Scientists who studied the Eskimos wondered how they got Vitamin
C when they had no fresh fruit, like oranges. They learned that raw fish
and meat contain Vitamin C that is lost when the food is cooked.

Eskimos also get their vitamins through fish oils from whales and
seals. These oils are rich in fat (which help to keep them warm), and in
nutrients. Fish oils were used as a kind of dip: The roots of wild plants
and strips of dried fish were dipped into the oil to soften and flavor
them, and then chewed.

When there was plenty of whale or seal oil to fuel the stone cooking
lamp, Eskimo mothers and grandmothers boiled their fish into stew.
This would be served in wooden trays or bowls. The delicious, hot broth
was drunk first, then the chunks of fish were eaten.

Eskimos also used clean seal skins as food con
tainers, as Colonial Americans used barrels. A seal
skin might be stuffed with tender young birds, then
filled with oil, and allowed to age. The result was a
cheese-like food. Today, Siberian Yup'ik Eskimos
in Gambell on St. Lawrence Island use large plastic
garbage cans to age wild greens like rosewort until
they create an Arctic sauerkraut.

Eskimo men hunt whales, walrus, sea lions, and
seals. They also hunt wild geese and ducks, and cari
bou, if a herd migrates through their territory. Eskimo
women fish for tom cod through the ice, and gather
wild greens, plant roots, wild onions and berries.

Carved,
wooden
Eskimo
mask

Inuit Meatloaf *
1 cup oatmeal
1/2 cup evaporated milk
1/4 cup com oil
2 pounds ground beef, lamb

or turkey
1/2 cup ketchup
1/2 cup chopped wild onions

or yellow onion
1/2 teaspoon black pepper
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon soy sauce

In a medium bowl, soak the
oatmeal in the evaporated milk
and corn oilfor 10 minutes.
Mix with your hands along
with remaining ingredients.

Grease a 9" x 5" loafpan or
baking dish. Put in meatloaf
mixture. Cook at 350 OF for 1
hou and 10 minutes. Serves 8.
* In traditional recipes walrus

meat is used.
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Children help with the beny-picking. Both men
and women climb cliffs in spring to gather the eggs
of nesting sea birds like murres and gulls. They are
eaten raw, or fried up with bacon for breakfast.

Although some modern Eskimos might have
jobs in offices or on oil rigs, they still hunger for
their traditional foods. They set vacation time aside
for hunting and gathering.

Just as some Americans like jerky, Eskimos
think some foods taste best dried. They dry strips
of beefy red whale meat, walrus meat and gutted
fish on big driftwood racks. The wind off the ocean
helps to dry the foods quickly. They try to dry
enough to last the winter.

In the late 1700's, Russian traders introduced
foods such as tea, sugar, radishes, lettuce and rye
flour to Alaska's Eskimos. In the 1800's, crews of
New England whaling ships introduced even more
new foods. They brought such things as rice, maca-

roni, potatoes, oatmeal, bacon, salt
pork, cheese, apples, dried fruit,
evaporated milk,crackers, ketchup,
pepper and cuny powder. The
Eskimos liked the starchy foods,
and sometimes, added both rice
and macaroni to their fish stew.

Agriculture was new to them, but some
learned to plant potatoes, cabbage and turnips.

Eskimos, like other peoples who observe their
habitat closely, make meals of foods that new
comers would not know existed. For example, on
the tundra, where there seems to be no lake, they
can weave a small net of their own hair, push aside
a hummock or a bush, and find tiny blackfish.
A skill like this is valuable in emergencies.

Maybe now you know enough to eat like an
Eskimo!

-Ann Clumdonnet, Anchorage, Alaska

Tlingit Food
IFor at least 9,000 years, the Tlingit people have

lived in the rain forests of Southeast Alaska. They
settled in permanent villages of large clan houses.
One of their villages is called Hoonah ("In the lee
of the North Wind"). The Tlingit are clever wood
carvers, especially of support posts for their houses
and poles called totems (or crest poles) that stand
in front of the house, facing the beach. Ceremonial
ladles, bowls for fish oil and platters for serving
food are also beautifully carved.

Traditionally, Tlingits are great seafarers who
travel far in cedar dugout canoes. They have
paddled as far south as Seattle to trade with other
Native Americans in that region.

Although Alaska's Eskimos occasionally
suffered from shortages of food during what they
called "starving times," the Tlingits usually had
plentiful foods from both forest and ocean. They
caught halibut with carved hooks. They foraged in
tidal pools for sea urchins. At low tide, they dug
clams and pulled octopus from their caves. Many
of their legends deal with foods like salmon, her
ring and rock oysters; one tells how Raven learned
to cook. In prehistoric times, most Tlingit foods
were dried, then smoked, boiled or grilled. Some

foods were baked and steamed underground, on
hot rocks, the way Hawaiians cook whole pigs for
a lu 'au. Cleaned fish were spread open with sticks,
and set upright in the earth around a fire to
barbeque. Tlingit children were taught to tend the
cooking fish, turning them so they would cook
evenly. This method is still used today.

Hot stone cooking was a method used by all
Pacific Northwest coastal peoples. They cooked
in tightly woven spruce root baskets. The baskets
would burn if placed directly on the flames, so the
people heated seawater by putting red hot stones
into the basket of water. As each stone cooled, it
was removed from the basket and replaced with
a hot one. Fish soup was boiled in this way.

Wild vegetables and fruits gathered included
camas, brake fern roots, salal berries, salmon
berries, and huckleberries.

For centuries, the Tlingits carried on an impor
tant trade with Interior Alaskan peoples with a
number of foods. The most important was fish oil,
rendered from eulachon (a type of smelt). They
also traded dried salmon, seaweed and strings of
dried clams. One of the trading trails blazed by the
Chilkat Tlingits, the Chilkoot trail, was used during
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Detail:
TLingit
basket
designs

Put fruit and water in
saucepan. Simmer until soft. Stir
in sugar until dissolved. Cool
slightly. Blend into a puree, or
use a potato masher to crush.

Line two cookie sheets with
plastic wrap. Spread halfof
puree over each.

There are several methods of
drying: Place in the hot sun to
dry. Dry in an oven set at 140
OF for about 6 hours with the
door ajar. Dry in the back win
dow ofa car. Or, dry at low in a
micro-wave.lf drying in the
open air, hang cheesecloth or
mosquito netting above your
puree to keep offinsects.

Dry until the surface no
longer sticks to the fingers.
Store in a dry place.

Tlingit Fruit Leather
Use salmonberries, raspberries,
rhubarb, rose hips or cranber
ries. Bananas are also delicious
infruit leather (Add 1 Tblsp.
lemon juice to preserve its fresh
color). A mixture of strawber
ries and rhubarb is delicious!

1 quart berries, diced rhubarb,
or mashed banana
1/4 cup water
1/3 cup sugar or honey
Dash of salt

the Klondike Gold Rush in 1898-99 by prospectors from all over the
world. When explorers introduced cast iron pans as trade items, Tlingit
cooks learned to fry foods.

From early Spanish explorers, they learned about potatoes from
South America, which they began to plant and harvest. Two special
heritage species of potatoes are still grown in Southeast Alaska-the
Kasaan (light-skinned with many eyes), and the Haida (bumpier with
deeper eyes).

From Russian explorers and settlers in places like Sitka, they
learned about crops like cabbage and turnips. They also learned about
flour, and of making pancakes, baking dark rye bread and frying
doughnuts. They grew to love jam, butter and cheese. Some Tlingits
were converted to the Orthodox religion, and learned to make special
holiday foods, like a tall, sweet bread, called Kulich and Perok, a pastry
stuffed with salmon, rice and hard boiled eggs.

From trading caribou, venison, Dall sheep meat and fish with Gold
Rush stampeeders, they developed a taste for bacon, pilot bread (a thick
cracker), and salt pork.

From Chinese, Japanese and Filipino cannery workers who were
first brought to Alaska during the summers in the early part of the 20th
century, Tlingit cooks learned about more new foods and seasonings.
They began to rely more on rice, to develop a taste for batter-fried foods
like tempura, and to marinate king salmon in soy sauce before grilling.

Tlingit women also preserve wild berries for winter by mashing
them and drying them in cakes. For drying, they use a wooden mold
lined with skunk cabbage leaves. What they produce is much like fruit
leather, only in the form of a big brick. In traditional recipes, they do
not use sugar, and they dry their cakes in the sun.

-Writings and recipesfrom Ann Chandonnet, afood historian who has
lived in Alaskafor 24 years. She has eaten murre eggs at Gambell, boiled
muktuk at Barrow, and seaweed, dried salmon, bear, pike, spruce grouse,
caribou liver, moose, and other things in Anchorage. Her latest book,
The Alaska Heritage Seafood Cookbook (Alaska Northwest books, 1995),
contains more information about traditional and newly introducedfoods of
Native Americans in Alaska.

"Spirit Canoe" -Tlingit bone carving
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Fairy Tale Rebellion
So the soft, sweet Rapunzel sighed
a soft, sweet sigh
and wondered,
"Where can my Prince Charming be?"

But she got sick of waiting,
tied her hair to the bed,
lowered herself out of the window,
took a pair of sharp, silver scissors
and cut off her
patient, reserved, dependent, binding,

blonde locks and dyed them red.
(And she was free.)

And, you know-
that caring innocent Snow White ran,

a pathetic, fearful run,
and wondered,

"When will I ever escape that wicked wretch?"

But she got sick of being chased,
threw the poisoned apple in the witch's face,
flew to the castle to marry her lonely prince,
and happily lost her

sheltered, ignorant, crippling, worthless,
isolating innocence
and ground it into the dirt.
(And she was free.)

And quiet, docile Cinderella sang
a lonely, lovesick song

and wondered,
"When will this vicious cycle ever end?"

But she got sick of the abuse,
laughed in the cruel stepmother's face,
tortured her stepsisters with her unsurpassed beauty,
took back every ounce of dignity stolen from her,
and cast aside her
vulnerable, tortured, sedate, inhibited, weak outer shell

and screamed
"FREEDOM!"
to the sun and all it touched.

(And she was free.)

-Raina Harris, 18, Cypress Creek High, Houston, Texas.
Raina writes, tlAs afemale high school student about to begin
new endeavors at college, I often question what opportunities
I have in my future and if they will be affected by my sex. I do
not consider myselfa radical feminist ... My poem addresses
the weaknesses of the women in some ofour best known fairy
tales. The twists I have added to the tales are insights to what
the women of today might have done in these situations..."

" \J/... .Jl " "Skylarks"!l\lA.t7opOHKlA -
-Irina Svjatova, 10, Zarechny, Russia.

Irina and Inna, (photo: below) are sisters.
Irina writes, "We have a lot of old traditions.
In my picture, I decided to paint one of them.
It is my favorite holiday. I always wait for it
with my friends. Every year, we bake cookies
that look like skylarks to welcome Spring.

I am in 4th grade and study art at school.
I love painting and reading. My favorite sport
is basketball. I take part in sport competitions.
I would like to be a doctor..."

(See back cover art and writing by lnna.)
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Matryoshka Dolls: Russian Folk Art

Vase and Pitcher by Polina Tsikoreva, Class 3,
Middle School No. 23, GreaterMoscow, Russia.

-Writing and artwork by Jessica and Danielle
Dunn, 16-year-old twins, Sugar Land, Texas. They
collect unique art forms, play viola in their high school
orchestra, and love to write.

variations in Russian cultures.
The popularity of the Matryoshka has outlived

the ages. They are fun to collect and because of
their unique methods of creation, they are also

quite valuable. A nesting doll is
one collector's item that

may be treasured
beyond a
lifetime.

Folk art is created by people
who have no special artistic train
ing, but nonetheless create wonder
ful collectibles. Perhaps one of the

1-f--f~l-k---\-1

most popular Russian folk arts is
the wooden Matryoshka, commonly
known as the nesting doll.

These dolls are made in take
apart form. They come in sets with
each doll in the set opening up to

reveal another doll, often identical except smaller.
The sets vary greatly in size, shape, style and the
number of dolls per set. Generally, though, the
bigger the outermost doll is, the more dolls there
will be inside. The smallest doll is the only solid,
closed one. In our experience, the sets of 5 to 7
dolls, with the largest being about 3 to 4 inches
in size, are the most common.

Nesting dolls traditionally have the appearance
of Russian peasant women wearing shawls over
their heads. More modern dolls may use animal
forms, and it is even possible to have dolls custom
made in the images of family members or friends.

The nesting dolls were first created in the
1870's. Traditional dolls represent a motherly
image, suggesting fertility and renewal of life.
They may also symbolize the infant inside the
womb, since each smaller doll is found within a
larger one. For this reason, they are traditionally
given to infants as a good luck symbol for a long
life. In fact, grandparents often make these dolls
for their grandchildren. Matryoshka is said to mean
"grandmother" because of this, and also because
the largest doll in each set may represent the oldest
woman in the family. The word may also originate
from Mastryona, which is a common term for the
woman in a country village who looks out for all
the children like a grandmother.

Often the grandfather begins the process of
making the dolls, which involves no measurements
but which requires much skill and intuition. He
expertly prepares a porous lime or birch log and
chops it into pieces. He then carves the wood or
turns it in a wooden lathe up to 15 times until the
shape is perfected. To prevent smudges, the dolls
are coated with a starchy glue. Once this dries, the
grandmother can take over in painting the dolls.
The patterns may be simple or complex, anda
variety of paint styles may be used, reflecting
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Good or Bad: A Vietnamese Legend
One day Xuan told her step-daughter, Lang, to

go to the forest and get some berries. When Lang
was coming back, she met an old man who asked
her for some water. Lang was
always nice to everyone and
she helped her parents and
others as much as she could.

Lang gave the old man
some water. He said, "You are
so kind and generous, flowers,
gold and jewels will come out
of your mouth when you talk."

She thanked him and said
goodbye.

When she came home,
Xuan asked if she got the
berries. Lang opened her mouth
to speak, and flowers, gold and jewels came out of
her mouth. Xuan was very surprised. Lang told
her about the old man to whom she had given some
water.

Xuan told her own daughter, Lai, to go to the
forest and find an old man and give him some

water. Now, Lai was spoiled
and lazy. She did not want to
go. But Xuan made her go.

Lai looked for an old man,
but she could not find one.

A few minutes later, when
she was going to give up, an
old woman came up to her
and asked her for some water.
Lai was very rude to her and
told her to go away.

The old woman said to
Lai, "When you talk, snakes,
spiders and wilted flowers

will come out of your mouth."
Lai didn't believe her and just left.
When she got home, she was going to yell at

her mother for making her go. But when she
opened her mouth, snakes, spiders and wilted
flowers came out instead. Everyone ran away.

From then on, whenever Lang talked, everyone
stayed. And, when Lai talked, everyone ran away.

-Retold by Kim Ro, Grade 6, Vietnamese
Canadian, lives in Whitehorse, Yukon, Canada

My Indian Family Heritage
My family comes from India. India is located

on the continent of Asia. India has a much hotter
climate compared to the United States. In northern
India, where my ancestors lived, it gets as hot as
110 OF in summer, and doesn't go below 40 OF in
winter. My father's family comes from the big city
of Gwalior. The population is one million. It is
about 250 miles south of New Delhi, capital of
India. It's a big educational center, with universi
ties, medical schools, and engineering colleges.

The people of India dress a little differently
than how Americans dress. For example, the
women wear a cloth, called sari, which is five to
nine yards long. It is usually made of silk, poly
ester, or cotton. It is wrapped around the body like
a long skirt and one end is wrapped over a shoulder
like a scarf. It is worn with a matching blouse. The
girls wear baggy pants and a long top, made of the
same material. This is called a pajama kurta. Girls
also wear dresses with colorful patterns.

What boys and men wear in the cities is similar
to what they wear in America: pants and a shirt.
At school, children have to wear uniforms.

Special foods in my family are a circular
shaped fry bread called puri, and a dessert made
of plain yogurt called shiri khand. They originated
in the state of Maharashtra in western India.

My family has some special customs, too.
When someone is leaving our house, and is going
on a very long journey, we put a coin in a glass of
water and leave it outside for a few days. This way,
they will come home early and safe. Also, when
we want good weather for an important event, we
put a frying pan outside. This is supposed to keep
it from raining.

My mom's family speaks Hindi, and my dad's
family speaks Marathi. Those are two of the 14
major languages spoken in India. However, there
are hundreds of dialects.

In the US, we still maintain many Indian
customs and follow the Hindu religion. My mom
cooks Indian food at home. We listen to Indian
music, celebrate many Indian holidays and do
Indian dances at cultural functions.

It is important to follow your culture and
traditions. After having heard all about India from
my parents, I would like to visit India myself!

-Richa Gawande, 10, East Windsor, New Jersey
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Chicken Legs and Mill Wheels
Can you think of

anything a chicken
leg and a mill wheel
might have in com
mon? No?

Then come with
me to my hometown
of M6ckmlihl in
Germany. Let's slip

through the heavy
oak doors of the City Hall

and tip-toe up the flight of stairs to the fIrst floor.
There it hangs--an old painting of the town in 1643.

In the upper right corner of the picture you'll see
the town's coat of arms. It shows three green hills on
the bottom. The space above the hills is divided into
a dark blue fIeld on the left and a silver fIeld on the
right. The dark blue fIeld shows a black chicken leg
with golden claws, and on the silver fIeld-a four
spoked black mill wheel. While your eyes wander
through the town and surrounding fIelds, I will tell
you the legend of the chicken leg and the mill wheel.

Hundreds of years ago, an enemy army
approached Mockmlihl. Frightened citizens fled
inside to seek protection behind the thick stone walls
surrounding the town. The heavy wooden gates were
closed leaving the enemy no way of entry.

The army decided to camp outside in the fIelds.
They knew trying to storm the walls would cause
the death of many men. But if they waited patiently,
besieging Mockmlihl, the holed-up citizens would
soon face another enemy-hunger!

~ll)?ccfmuL rn_~~~~~:;:.~~~



My Family Coat of Arms

In the Middle Ages, knights would wear a Coat
of Arms on their outfit to symbolize what they
were proud of in their family
heritage. My Coat of Arms tells
just that. Ever since I was little,
my dad told me all about him
coming over to America when
he was twelve. That is why, in
the top left corner, there is a
plane. The plane symbolizes
my ancestors leaving their
homeland and coming to a new
country. The birds inside the
picture show their freedom
and the sun is their happiness.

My mom's side is from
Germany. That's why there is a German flag in
the top left corner. I am proud of that ancestry.
Who knows, I could be related to the great Albert
Einstein! My dad's side is from Italy. So, I have an
Italian flag in the bottom left-hand comer, because
I think that is one of my unique qualities. Maybe
I could be related to a famous Italian like Michael
Angelo!

The last picture in the bottom right-hand comer
symbolizes my family's success in tennis and my
successs in swimming. In tennis, my dad was an all

American player at his college. I have competed in
different states and have several gold medals. The

red border (along outside) repre
sents the sacrifices made to get
to where we are today. The green
is my brother, Ryan's, favorite
color; blue is my dad's; purple is
mine; and yellow is my mom's
(Colors intersect in the middle).
These are things I am proud of in
my family heritage. We worked
very hard to get to America and
I will never forget it through my
Coat of Arms.

-Writing and art by Brittany
Wolff, 13, Colleyville, Texas.

An Emblem Activity
A fun way to explore your imaginative side and

learn more about your family would be to create
your own coat of arms or emblem for your family.
Include images of your family or tribal religion(s),
flag(s), crest, special place, festivals, etc.

Or, create your own, personal emblem. Draw
symbols of your favorite things, places, sports,
dreams, values... everything that makes you
unique. This emblem could be a personal logo to
decorate your belongings! -Regina Broich, Corvallis

Home
A place you come to

for comfort
A place filled with

memones.

Home is a word
that brings a smile

And sometimes a tear
to your face.

A lifetime of memories
saved up

To be relived and revisited
again and again,
Because home

is a place of the mind
Heart and soul.

My Special Place
My great-grandpa's house is special to me because I feel warm and

happy when I'm in it. It's very little, but holds a lot of love! I have enjoyed
Thanksgivings, playing games, taking pictures, and laughing in the house.

I think I have liked going there so much because of my great-grandpa.
He was 100 years old. He had soft hands that felt like silk. He had snow
white hair and wrinkles on his hands and face. He cried whenever we left.
I wish we could have visited him more.

Great-grandpa lived alone. After a while, he moved to a home where
we visited once in a while. But one day, he died. We all know he went to
heaven to ,be with Ma (his wife). Great-grandpa was special to all of us.

Now we go to our cousin's house for Thanksgiving, but it's just not the
same. I miss him very much. Now someone else lives in my special place.

-Megan Accola, 12, Vesper, Wisconsin

-Emily Siedell, 13, International School Bangkok, Thailand. Emily has lived in
Thailandfor almost five years now. Before living here, she lived in Tokyo, Japan.
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Recycling Song

-Benjamin Corbett, senior at the Univ. ofColorado at
Boulder. "My inspiration came from a squirrel building a
nest... My goal in writing is to enable readers to perceive
things differently, to inspire the creativity that each one of
us holds, to create an enthusiasm for living to our fullest."

Forests recycle trees
Bees recycle pollen
Earth recycles seasons and
Nature recycles with reason

Days recycle sun
Nights recycle moon

Rags recycle socks with holes
Like May recycles June

Birds recycle worms ff:.
Worms recycle grass If'/1
You recycle the cans
And I'll recycle glass.

Corruption
We were brought into a world of peace
Tranquility and happiness.
Forests and meadows, marshes and lakes
Covered unspoiled land.
Wild beasts roamed freely across the land, aJld
Sea creatures ruled the sea in a mighty kingdom.

Then we came.
The human race, with the weakness of thinking

We were stronger than all others.
We thought we could defy the pattern of nature

The rhythm of life.
We all think we have improved the world with

Our foolhardy notions.
Our leaders have made us believe that we

Humans, are a superior race.

If so, why did we create crime? Why do our
Inventions create poverty? Why do we take
Advantage of our less fortunate?
Our way of life cannot stay like this
It must not stay like this
We will fall from our evil kingdom
Nature will always be far more powerful than us.
One day, we will pay.

-Deborah Perkins-Leiman, Gr. 6, Toronto, Canada

Birds recycle worms
Worms recycle grass

I recycle cans
Like you recycle glass.

Farmers recycle dirt
Streams recycle water
The sky recycles stars
Like sleep recycles dreams.

Mouths recycle food
Lungs recycle air

Poems recycle words
Like heads recycle thoughts

Poetry Page

Read Up and Down
you will quite a

and find have crooked
and down that I mind

-Allon Dubler, Barrington, Rhode 1sland

Read
up

Canadian Blanket
I sleep under a Canadian Blanket
Filled with purples, blues, greens

Oranges, yellows and reds
Made from Indian fabric
Sewn by Chinese hands

Packaged in a Portuguese factory
Delivered by a Polish driver
Displayed in an Italian store
Sold by an African merchant

Bought by a Filipino consumer.

-Katrina Florendo, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada

Piano
The notes ring out across the room
Contained by the walls, confined to this space
They live to escape to the open realm
Where they're free to navigate their personal helm
Yet we keep for ears, our eyes and thoughts
Left in our boxes, forever to loom.

The lucky notes that reach the mind
Are heard by those who let them in
Only the ones who listen with thought
Get the full effect that the others do not
The change in tempo, the change in tone
Are missed forever by the musically blind.

Close your eyes, give your vision a rest
Let the ears fill the void that is left
Without the hassle of looking around
The sounds are free and easily found
Pleasure runs through the darkened mind
Making your head its perfect nest.

The keys are struck, the fingers fly
The dance of the hands, the emotion in his eyes
The natural vibration of the strings within
The giant music box, played by him
The song of old resurrected again
Bringing that brief, but legal, high.

-Thomas Coghlan, 18, Spokane, Washington
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We received many good books for this issue.
We invite you to check out afew on each theme.

Celebrations
Chinese New Year by Tricia Brown, Photos by
Fran Ortiz (Henry Holt). Chinese-Americans
celebrate the change of season. Ages 8-16.

Sharing Blessings: Children's stories for explor
ing the Spirit of the Jewish Holidays by Rahel
Musleah, Rabbi Michael Klayman and Mary
O'Keefe Young (Jewish Lights). Find deeper
spirituality in daily life. Ages 10-17.

Moon Was Tired of Walking on Air by Natalia
M. Belting and Will Hillenbrand (Houghton
Mifflin). Fourteen creation myths of the South
American Indians. Beautiful! Ages 7-13.
The Story of Kwanzaa by Donna L. Washington
Illustr. by Stephen Taylor (HarperCollins). With
a brief history of African America. Ages 7 plus.

Legends and Folktales
Wisdom Tales From Around The World by
Heather Forest (August House). Fifty folktales
and parables from Sufi, Taoist, Jewish, Christian,
Native American, and other traditions. All ages!

Kneeling Carabao and Dancing Giants:
Celebrating Filipino Festivals by Rena Krasno,
and Ileana C. Lee (Pacific View Press). Interlaced
with history, recipes, songs. Ages 8-13.

The Lion's Whiskers: And Other Ethiopian
Tales by Brent Ashabranner and Russell Davis,
Illustr. by Helen Siegl (Linnet Books). Collected
from rich religious traditions. Ages 9-13.

Full Moon Stories: Thirteen Native American
Legends by Eagle Walking Turtle (Hyperion).
Tells us how to live with nature. Ages 8-13.

The Dancing Fox: Arctic Folktales, edited by
John Bierhorst, Illustrated by Mary K. Okheena
(Willian Morrow). Inuit stories of wit, magic and
realism. Ages 8-13.

World Tales (An audio compact disc) by Randy
Armstrong and Genevieve Aichele (Unu Mondo
Productions). Features lively, contemporary
music and sound effects. Ages 4 and up.

Holidays and Celebrations in Hawai'i Coloring
Book, illustr. by Wren (Bess Press, Honolulu)

Tales From Within The Clouds: Nakhi Stories
ofChina by Carolyn Han, transl. by Jaiho Cheng
(Kolowalu Books, U. ofHawai'i Press). Stories
from the matriarchal Nakhi societies. Ages 9-14.

The Magic Egg by Barbara Suwyn, editor: Natalie
Kononenko (Libraries Unlimited). A brief history,
animal tales, moral stories, legends and fairy tales
from the Ukraine. Ages 10-15.

Magic Moments; Momentos Magicos: Tales
From Latin America Told In English And Spanish
by Olga Loya (August House). Fifteen stories from
the supernatural to tricksters. Ages 10-15.

A Child's Seasonal Treasury by Betty Jones
(Tricycle Press). Full of recipes, crafts, activities
and songs for every season. A great resource book
for the home and classroom. Elem. & Mid. grades.

The Miser On The Mountain: A Nisqually Legend
About Mount Rainier by Nancy Luenn, and Pierr
Morgan (Sasquatch Books). Adventure! Ages 4-9.

Milo and the Magical Stones by Marcus Pfister
(North-South Books). A book with two endings.
Milo creates a new celebration! Ages 4-9.

D is for Doufu: An Alphabet Book of Chinese
Culture by Maywan Shen Krach (Shen's Books).
An introduction to culture, beliefs, legends with
exquisite illustration. All ages!

Zamani by Tom Nevin (Jacaranda Designs).
Enchanting African tales of long ago. Ages 9-15.

Foods and Cookbooks
Loaves Of Fun: A History OfBread With Activities
And Recipes From Around The World by Elizabeth
M. Harbison and John Harbison (Chicago Review
Press). Fun and fascinating! All ages!

Kids Are Cookin': All-Time-Favorite Recipes
That Kids Love To Cook! by Karen Brown
(Meadowbrook). Crowd pleasing! Ages 8 and up.

Magic Spoon Cookbook by Suzanne Gooding,
and Smoothies: 22 Frosty Fruit Drinks by Anne
Akers Johnson (both by Klutz Press). Ages 7 and up.

Conveniently Vegan: Turn Packaged Foods into
Delicious Vegetarian Dishes by Debra Wasserman
(Vegetarian Resource Group). Over 150 healthy and
simple recipes. Contains calorie count! Ages 8-80.
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Noteworthy News/rom the North, East, West, and South

A NAME for Skipping Stones
As we begin working on our tenth year, we

have received a word from NAME-the National
Association for Multicultural Education-that
Skipping Stones will be honored with the 1997
NAME Award during their Annual Conference
in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Thank you for
your exceptional contributions that make
Skipping Stones so unique!

To make the magazine more accessible,
beginning with Vol. 10, the Institutional sub
scribers will be able to receive a multiple copy
subscription at a substantailly reduced price.
Low-income discounts will continue to provide
a 50% discount to families and institutions on a
shoe-string budget. Submission guidelines, list of
themes, Honor Awards and other information can
also be had by visiting Skipping Stones home
page at-http://www.nonviolence.org/skipping/

Did You Know That-
• Most of the commercial entertainment in the

world-movies, music, arnmusement parks, etc.
is produced or controlled by just 6 multinationals!

• After the billionaire, media-owner, Ted
Turner, announced last month that he would
donate a huge sum of money ($100 million/year
for the next 10 years) to the United Nations so
that it could continue to work in areas such as
children's health, education and welfare, the
following cartoon appeared in a US newspaper:

UNITED NATIONS
• Groups such as Food Rescue Express serve

the homeless and poor by collecting excess food
from restaurants at the end of the day and taking
it to a community service group kitchen where it
is packaged for donations to needy families.

• Many groups organize a Free Thanksgiving
Feast for the needy in the community. Boxing
Day is a tradition where families and friends get
together just before the New Year and contribute
their unwanted Christmas gifts or items in good
condition to a free-for-taking tabJe.

* Discuss/Act: How can we make a Difference
in our world by using what (little) we have?
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Noble Work
The 1997 Right Livlihood Award will be shared

by five outstanding individuals from four continents
for their contributions to a sustainable future for
humanity. They honor and support individuals and
organizations offering practical and exemplary
answers to the most urgent challenges facing the
world. Also known as the "Alternative Nobel Prize,"
the Right Livlihood Awards are presented in the
Swedish Parliament in Stockholm.

Joseph Ki-Zerbo, Burkina Faso, Africa. Mr.
Ki-Zerbo's achievements as a historian, the power
of his intellectual insight and his commitment to a
democratic and authentically African process of
development have inspired thinkers and social
activists allover Africa.

Mycle Shneider (France) and Jinzaburo Takagi
(Japan) have struggled to rid humanity of the threat
posed by the manufacture, transport, use and disposal
of plutonium. They have alerted us to the dangers,
and misinformation, that surround the plutonium
industry.

Michael Succow (Germany) has worked closely
with scientific colleagues to establish nature
conservation reserves-first, in Germany, and now
in several republics of the former Soviet Union.

Cindy Duehring (USA), extremely sensitive
to toxic chemicals, has become an international
authority on the threats posed to our health by
inadequately researched chemicals encountered
in our daily lives.

The 1997 Nobel Peace Prize will go to the
International Campaign to Ban Landmines headed
by Ms. lody Williams. Each year, thousands of
innocent civilians, including many children and
women living in the countryside, are injured or
killed by landmines.

An international treaty to ban the landmines is
close to being adopted; over 90 countries have
signed it. However, some big countries such as the
United States, China and India, have yet to sign it.
You can write to your representatives and the
President urging that landmines be banned forever.



To be listed on the Pen Pal Page, please send $5. (You'll also get a
copy of the issue). Low-income and subscribers get one free listing.
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Sweden
Veronica Ringstrom, girl
Isgatan 11
S-593 37 Vaster vik Sweden
Wants pen pals!

Emma Sjogren, girl, 15
Skaldbacksv 6
S-291 92 Kristianstad
Sweden. Wants a few 15-16
yr-old pen pals in the U.S.

Sara Bergen, girl, 14
Skalpundstorget 4
23437 Lomma Sweden
Int: Wants pals everywhere

Linda Holm, girl, 14
Hanna Nektman, girl, 14
Blaklintsv. 18
S-56139 Huskvama Sweden.
Wants Pen Pals from Sooth
America, Australia & Florida!

Otto Strom, boy, 11
Idunvagen 9
79133 Falun
Sweden
Int: snow
board, music

Norway
Dan Atle Huitstein, boy, 16
Fossekallveien 2
3243 Kodal Norway
Int: music, beachvolley, letter

Jorid Krosse, girl, 14
GJ0LSJ0
1870 0RJE NORWAY
Int: animals, running, music...

Germany
Christina S. Konla, girl, 16
Preisidentenstr.5
44143 Dortmund Germany
Int: movies, music, sports

Finland
Catharina Lundstrom, f, 15
Morkullsvagen 7
68630 Jakobstad, Finland
Int: keyboards, reading, life!

Pia Lillkall, girl, 15
Vastermalmsgatan 20
68620 Jakobstad, Finland
Int: music, friends, boys

Emma Klingenberg, girl, 15
Peldansvagen 13
68600 Jakobstad, Finland
Int: diving, painting, yoga

USA
6th, 7th and 8th Grade English
Class students are searching
international pen pals. Write them
c/o Mrs. Briggs. English teacher
Stone Mountain Middle School
Stone Mountain, GA 30083-3624

Sunnyside Elementary looking
for GRADE 5 pen friends.
Send to: Julie Wozniak
Sunnyside Elementary- Grade 5
720 County C
Sobieski. WI 54/71 USA

Laura Victoria Leeds, girl, 13
1524 Center Ave
Martinez, CA 94553 USA
Int: TV, movies, animals

Christy Bowersox, girl, 14
R.R. #1, Box 1111
New Columbia, PA 17856 USA
Int: stamp, animals, other cultures

Kellie Gallagher, girl, 10
3047 Whitbeck Blvd.
Eugene, Oregon 97405 USA
Wants pen pal 9-13, boy or girl

Rachel Neal, girl, 15
P.O. Box 1171
St. Albans, WV 25177 USA

Int: art, history, Sweden/Africa pals

Canada
Leah Campbell, girl, 12
41 Longboat Ave.
Toronto, ONT. M5A 4C9 Canada
Int: Pals 8-15 yr-olds, girls & boys

Switzerland
Adriana Veselic, girl, 13
Myrthenweg 17
7000 Chur, Switzerland
Int: read, swim, letters (write in
German, Croatian-some Eng.)

Zimbabwe
Daniel Ngoni, boy, 11
House No. 10631
Kuwandzana 4 Extension
P.O. Mufakose, Harare, Zimbabwe
Int: novels, tennis, basketball

Gift Tavengwa, boy, 16
3597 Nhongo Close
Budiriko 2, Harare Zimbabwe
Int: international pen pals

Croatia
Kristina Karlovic', girl, 12
Rakov Potok 227
10436 Rakov Potok
Zagreb, Croatia
Int: dancing, music, collecting...

Marko Kralj, boy, 14
Glavnica Donja
Kraljeva 13
10360 Sesvete, Croatia
Int: music, sports, photography

Sanjin Macan, boy, 15
Pusti 18
52342 Svetvincenat
Pula, Croatia
Int: music, books, magazines...

Nikola Kramar Hanson, boy,
14 years old
Basaricekova 5
35 000 Slavonski Brod, Croatia
Int: travel, fashion, nature, sports

Nalasha Janjic, girl, 15
Barakoviceva 41 A
21000 Split, Croatia
Int: music, acting, travel, dance

Andrea Razum, girl, 13
S. Podhorskog 29
10020 Zagreb, Croatia
Int: writing letters, music, friends

Iva Hrbolic, girl, 14
Devetacka 11
10 000 Zagreb, Croatia
Int: writing poems, sport, nature

Victoria Miksa, girl, 16
Matije Gupca 15
49 000 Krapina, Croatia
Int: write, read, music, sports

Martina Zbukvic, girl, 15
Okrugljacka 4
10090 Zagreb, Croatia
Int: swim, romance, animal, boys

Magdalena Krbot, girl, 12
Ulica Brace Radic 13
42223 Varazdinske Toplice
Croatia Int: music, bicycles, read

Ivo Marevic, 14 years old
Simiceva 56
21 000 Split, Croatia
Int: letters, computers, music

Luka Tekajic, boy, 13
P. Biskupa 25 B
43000 Bjelovar, Croatia
Int: collects coins, USA penpals

Lithuania
Olia Dudina, girl, 14
15 Visaginostreet, Flat 12
Visaginas 4161 Lithuania
Int: listening to music, friends

Kamile Jamukenaite, 10
Taikos pro 99-58
Klaipeda 5800 Lithuania

Slovenia
Rudi Zupan, boy, 12 and friend,
Dounjan, boy, 14, want pen pals!
KrozmaC.6
6000 Koper, Slovenia
Write English, Italian, Croat., Slov.

Uros Kosec Bahovec, boy, 14
Linhartova 15
1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Int: playing music, letter exchange

Ranka Todorovic, girl, 15
Partizanska Cesta 1
4000 Kranj, Slovenia
Int: travel, music, letters, sports

Macedonia
Magdalena Danilova, girl
St. N. N. Borce 70/5
91000 Skopje, Macedonia
Int: lots of pen pals!

Russia
Kotova, Lera girl, 14
St. Stroiteley 15 Apt. 35
Novovoronezh
Voronezhskaya Region, Russia
Int: basketball, music, animals, fun!

Khomenko, Angelica girl, 15 and
Korsakova, Victoria, girl, 14.
Write to both at:
Timme St. 6-3-110
163051 Arkhangelsk, Russia

Shinko, Svetlana, girl, 10 and
Shinko, Elena, girl, 13
Pobeda Str. 7, Apt. 153
Novovoronezh, Voronezhskaja Reg
396072 Russia
Int: pets, draw, chess, dance, sports

Kuznetsova, Galya, girl, 15
ulitsa Solnechnaia, g. 17
City of Novovoronezh
ObI. Voronezhskaya 396072 Russia
Int: drawing, postcards, music

Belarus
Pochebyt Marina, girl, 17
ul. Masherova47-1-335
Minsk 220035 Belarus
Int: German, English, folk-dance



A Musical CROSS WORLD Puzzle
by Lois Greene Stone, Pittsford, New York

Across
1. Reed instrument
5. Ethiopian chordophone
9. Fifth note on scale: L
11. Spanish clapping-sound istrument made of wood

S _ENE_S
12. S Burmese type of harp
13. __ EBLE, opposite of base
14. R _ M _ H _ RN, Jewish instrument called a shofar

made of this
15. Instrument with side-by-side strings stretched over

soundboard
17. Northern India's plucked instruments, SITA __
18. To row back after a boat serenade you need an
19. Follows 'la'
20. Indonesian percussion instrument
23. "__ Top of Old Smoky"
24. Baby Grand is a PI _
26. Comes before 'ti'
27. What a chorus does
29. An applaud is a C _
30. Bolivian blowing-into instrument
33. CL _ RINET uses a reed
34. Pan Alley

Down
1. Ducted flute invented in Italy
2. Type of fiddle
3. Japanese K has a moveable bridge for each string
4. __ UDE, musical composition
5. Children like to play this
6. AF _ ican mbira is a TH _ MB P a
7. B _ JO is a type of GUI _ A _
8. An 0 __AN is supposed to sound _ EAVENLY
9. Chinese gin zither is instrument of this kind
10. CHESTRA
16. Note on a scale
19. In India, organized rhythm is called:
20. Musical NOTE
21. C __ Y_ SO music is played on steel drums
22. There's a TILE in the Javanese instrument called

an_NGKLUNG
23. "__singular sensation" from "A Chorus LIne"
25. US
27. Islamic people associate music with evil and
28. "When you W_ SH U_ ON a star"
31. Muslims don't think the CHA __ING of Koran is

music
32. Native Americans feel music is a way to talk to the

S__RITS

HINT: Having a hard time? Complete the word-clues before filling in the puzzle! The words used in this cross
world are (in alphabetical order): AFRICAN, ANGKLUNG, BANJO, BASS, CALYPSO, CASTANErS, CHANTING,
CLAP, CLARINEr, E, ErUDE, GUITAR, HEAVENLY, KAZOO, KOTO, KRAR, LA, NOTES, OAR, OBOE, OCARINA,
ON, ONE, OPOUS, ORCHESTRA, ORGAN, PANPIPE, PIANO, RAMS HORN, RATTE, SARON, SAUNG, SIN, SING,
SITARS, SOL, SPIRITS, STRING, TALA, THUMB, TI, TIN, TREBLE, UPON, WISH, and ZITHER. Goodpluck!!!
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A Guide/or
Food and Lifestyle: Is there a relationship

between a nation's climate, food eaten, health of the
population and life style? Your students can begin your
research by going through this issue of Skipping Stones
and noting information gleaned from the celebrations
and foods mentioned. They can explore references
about food, climate, health, etc. the world over. Do
they discover any relationships?

Coat of Arms: Read the two articles on pages 28
and 29. Some people are uncomfortable identifying
with the military aspects of a coat of arms. A prefered
concept is creating an emblem, an insignia. If you want
to create such a portrayal for your household (or your
classroom), each person may want to contribute a
symbol to represent themselves. Together you can see
if you all agree on symbols representing the whole
family or class. Make sure everyone feels comfortable
with the choices.

Celebrations: Try to provide a few authentic,
immersion experiences for your students/children.
You'll be surprised at how many opportunites for such
real ethnic/culturaVreligious celebrations exist nearby.

Holidays and Emotions: Throughout this issue
of Skipping stones everyone sounds joyful, happy and
fulfilled when sharing their cultural celebrations.
Evidently, holiday rituals, activities and meals supply
emotional food and a warm sense of belonging to a
supportive family clan.

We are coming to understand through such books
as Emotional Intelligence (Daniel Goleman, Bantam
Books) that emotional maturity figures immensely in
how we do in life; it creates people of character, self
discipline, altruism and compassion. These capacities
are needed to create a thriving society.

How can schools, homes, as well as other
institutions, contribute to our children's emotional
maturity?
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1 Achieve the Following Goals:
• Create a climate in which everyone is a learner, a

valued participant and a resource to the others.
• Work with children by making the most of their

biological needs to figure things out and have a place in
the group.

• Aid children in figuring out how to solve interpersonal
problems.
• Establish safe home and school environements, where

human relationships are clearly valued.
• Implement collaborative learning; avoid creating self

images of failure in children.
II. Means of Accomplishing the Goals

1. When a special need arises, think of creating a
Support Group. For example: When a teacher has
laryngitis, make a list of the tasks where help is needed
and ask for volunteers or assign students to take over
these tasks. When illness hits, call in the support as
needed. At home it may be to cook, clean, shop, wash
clothes, water the garden, childcare... Organize willing
friends, neighbors, relatives, family' members. At school,
a youngester sick for a long time may need help with
homework, being tutored, getting library books, .
receiving friendly phone calls...

2. Explore Resources such as the outstanding
Developmental Studies Center (2000 Embarcadero, #305,
Oakland, CA 94606. Tel: 1-800-666-7270), a nonprofit
organization dedicated to children's intellectual, ethical
and social development. It offers a wide range of K-8
resources, some applicable to home use as well.

Suggested Bibliograpy: (Also see the Bookshelf)
• On Their Side: Helping Children Take Charge ofTheir
Learning by Bob Strachota (Northeast Foundation for
Children, 1996) Strategies for working with children to
fmd positive learning experiences.
• Moral Classroom, Moral Cildren: Creating a
Constructive Atmosphere in Early Education by Rheta De
Vries (Teachers College Press, 1994). Practical examples
to create class atmosphere of honoring each individual.
• Beyond Discipline: From Compliance to Community by
(Developmental Studies Center). Practical and optimistic,
packed with classroom stories.
• Educating Hearts and Minds: Reflections on Japanese
Preschool and Elementary Education by Catherine C.
Lewis (Cambridge University Press, 1995). Startling
account of community-building in Japanese schools from
the very beginning!
• Creating a Successful Family by Khalil A. and Sue W.
Khavari (Oneworld, England). Towards a higher level of
unity and psychological well-being.
• The Peaceful Classroom by Charles Smith (Gryphon
House). Activities to teach compassion and cooperation
to the preschool kids.
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"Russian Wedding" by Inna Svjatova, 15, Zarechny, Russia. "I decided to paint a
Russian wedding scene because Russian traditions are losing their significance and
importance. It will be wonderful if people from other countries could see a Russian
wedding in a Russian village. It is very sad when people forget their traditions."
Inna is one of the 1997 Skipping Stones Youth Honor Award winners. (Also see
page 25.)

D Sample copy. Please subscribe.

D Last issue. Please renew.
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